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## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accreditation</td>
<td>A status that is conferred on a health service organisation or individual when assessed as having met particular standards, relating to quality of care and patient safety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission of liability</td>
<td>A statement by a person that admits, or tends to admit, a person’s or organisation’s liability in negligence for harm or damage caused to another.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverse event</td>
<td>An incident in which harm resulted to a person receiving health care. See definition of Harm below. See also Harmful incident below.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apology</td>
<td>An expression of sorrow, sympathy and (where applicable) remorse by an individual, group or institution for a harm or grievance. It should include the words I am or we are sorry. Apology may also include an acknowledgment of responsibility, which is not an admission of liability. See also Admission of Liability and Expression of regret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical microsystem</td>
<td>A group of healthcare professionals and support staff working together with a shared clinical purpose to provide care for a population of patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical risk</td>
<td>The combination of the probability of occurrence of harm and the severity of that harm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical risk management</td>
<td>See Risk management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical workforce</td>
<td>The nursing, medical and allied health staff who provide patient care and students who provide patient care under supervision. This may also include laboratory scientists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission, the</td>
<td>The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complication</td>
<td>A detrimental patient condition that arises during the process of providing health care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer (healthcare)</td>
<td>Patients and potential patients, carers, and organisations representing consumers’ interests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate risk</td>
<td>Potential liabilities, exposures and dangers faced by an organisation or corporation. These can be financial or reputational.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate risk management</td>
<td>See Risk management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>Failure to carry out a planned action as intended or application of an incorrect plan through either doing the wrong thing (commission) or failing to do the right thing (omission) at either the planning or execution phase of healthcare intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex gratia</td>
<td>‘Out of good will,’ usually referring to financial reimbursement or recovery payments. By definition, ex gratia payments are not an admission of liability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expression of regret</strong></td>
<td>An expression of sorrow for a harm or grievance. It should include the words <em>I am or we are sorry</em>. An expression of regret may be preferred over apology in special circumstances (e.g. when harm was unpreventable). See also <em>Apology</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harm</strong></td>
<td>Impairment of structure or function of the body and/or any deleterious effect arising there from, including disease, injury, suffering, disability and death. Harm may be physical, social or psychological. Examples of social and psychological harm include: not having dignity, autonomy or beliefs respected being demeaned or insulted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harmful incident</strong></td>
<td>A clinical incident that led to patient harm. Note: This term means <em>Adverse event</em> when used in this report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Healthcare professionals</strong></td>
<td>This term refers to clinical workforce and relevant non-clinical workforce who have a role or participate in open disclosure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-clinical workforce</strong></td>
<td>The workforce in a health service organisation who do not provide direct clinical care but support the business of health service delivery through administration, corporate record management, management support or volunteering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NSQHS</strong></td>
<td>National Safety and Quality Healthcare Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open disclosure</strong></td>
<td>An open discussion with a patient about an incident(s) that resulted in harm to that patient while receiving health care. The elements of open disclosure are an apology/expression of regret, a factual explanation of what happened and the potential consequences, an opportunity for the patient to relate their experience, and an explanation of the steps being taken to manage the event and prevent recurrence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome</strong></td>
<td>The effect upon a patient, which is wholly or partially attributable to an incident. The status of an individual, a group of people or a population which is wholly or partially attributable to an action, agent (one who/which acts to produce a change) or circumstance, i.e. all factors connected with influencing an event, agent or person(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient</strong></td>
<td>A person receiving health care. Synonyms for patient include consumer and client. In this report, patients can also refer to family members, nominated support persons, loved ones, partners, carers or guardians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient safety</strong></td>
<td>The reduction of risk of unnecessary harm associated with health care to an acceptable minimum. An acceptable minimum refers to the collective notions of current knowledge, resources available and the context in which care was delivered and weighed against the risk of non-treatment or other treatment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality</strong></td>
<td>The degree to which health services increase the likelihood of desired outcomes and are consistent with current professional knowledge.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Quality improvement: The continuous study and adaptation of a healthcare organisation’s functions and processes to increase the probability of achieving desired outcomes and to better meet the needs of patients and other users of services.

Reimbursement: The act of paying another party for incurred expenses.

Risk management: The design and implementation of a program to identify and avoid or minimise risks to patients, employees, volunteers, visitors and the institution.

**Clinical risk management:** Clinical, administrative and manufacturing activities that organisations undertake to identify, evaluate, and reduce the risk of injury to patients, staff, and visitors and the risk of loss to the organisation itself.²

**Corporate risk management:** Activities of an organisation or corporation to identify and reduce potential financial or reputational liabilities, exposures and dangers.

Sentinel event: An unexpected occurrence involving death or serious physical or psychological injury, or the risk thereof. Serious injury specifically includes loss of limb or function. The phrase ‘or the risk thereof’ includes any process variation for which a recurrence would carry a significant chance of a serious adverse outcome. Such events are called ‘sentinel’ because they signal the need for immediate investigation and response.³

Service recovery: The process used to ‘recover’ dissatisfied individuals or patients by identifying and fixing the problem or making amends for the failure in customer or clinical services.⁴

Staff: Anyone working within a hospital, including self-employed professionals such as visiting medical officers.
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Executive summary

Open disclosure is an individual and health service-level response to incidents of patient harm. It is a process in which healthcare providers communicate with, and support, patients who have been harmed as a result of health care. It is considered an important element of good clinical practice and professional ethics, and is part of effective clinical communication.

The Open Disclosure Standard (the Standard) specifies that the open disclosure process should entail, at a minimum, an expression of regret, explanation of what has occurred, and description of the action being taken to manage the incident and prevent recurrence.

Since the 2003 release of the Standard, there has been much research and inquiry into disclosure. The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care (the Commission) has funded independent research into open disclosure including evaluation of the National Open Disclosure Standard Pilot, investigation of patients and healthcare professional disclosure experiences, and opinions on legal aspects of open disclosure in Australia.

It is now nearly ten years since the Standard was developed and endorsed. The Commission has undertaken a review of the Standard to ensure it continues to meet the needs of patients, health professionals and health services.

Purpose

This report has been prepared by the Commission to present findings from the review of the Standard. It is intended for the people and organisations that have a role to play, and an interest, in open disclosure and aims to:

• present findings from a review of the Standard drawing on current research and evidence of, and experience with, disclosure
• identify where the Standard does and does not reflect current evidence and practice
• recommend changes to the Standard.

The report explores current evidence and practice for each of the eight principles contained in the Standard. Implications for a revised Standard are discussed at the end of each chapter and recommendations made.

Findings

The review found that the Standard remains mostly relevant but could benefit from further refinement. Further refinement should:

• change the Standard consistent with findings and recommendations in this report
• encourage health professional preparation for open disclosure, including through awareness and training
• increase patient involvement in open disclosure.

In addition, the revised Standard should be supported by implementation resources to enable open disclosure uptake and sustainability.
There are four main review findings:

1 Open disclosure is often conducted as a process of information provision from the service to the patient but patients prefer it as an open dialogue.

2 Health professionals support disclosure but barriers remain to its practice including:
   • perceived medico-legal consequences of disclosure
   • concerns about preparedness for involvement in open disclosure
   • difficulty with communicating openly in the context of risk management.

3 Overseas evidence and Australian experience suggest disclosure is more effective as an ethical practice that prioritises organisational and individual learning from error than solely as an organisational risk management strategy.

4 Open disclosure has been found to create larger benefits for the health system and patients by fostering cultures of openness and trust.

Recommendations

The report recommendations are compiled below and are also found in the report under the Standard’s eight principles, plus an additional recommendation related to implementation.

Principles 1 and 2: Openness and timely acknowledgment

Recommendation 1.1: The revised Standard should emphasise that the open disclosure process is a two-way exchange of valuable information and an ongoing dialogue that can:
   • redress harm and repair damaged relationships
   • contribute towards health system improvement.

Recommendation 1.2: The revised Standard should emphasise that early management of an incident, especially the way communication is undertaken with patients, has been found to have a powerful effect on:
   • patient perceptions of the incident itself
   • levels of patient trust
   • medico-legal implications and results
   • eventual outcomes and residual harm.

Recommendation 1.3: The revised Standard should:
   • promote support for open disclosure implementation, particularly health professional education on managing post-incident communication and interaction with patients
   • emphasise that all aspects of disclosure are to take place in a fair manner, without bias and in keeping with the ethos of patient-centeredness
   • stress the importance of supporting providers throughout the process.

Recommendation 1.4: The revised Standard should:
   • stress early intervention and communication
• provide guidance on which part of the post-incident communication spectrum applies in specific situations.

**Recommendation 1.5:** The revised Standard should describe an inter-disciplinary, inter-professional and multi-sector approach to disclosure based on the same principles of openness and transparency described in the current Standard.

**Recommendation 1.6:** The revised Standard should:

- explicitly address the tension between immediately providing patients with information and taking preliminary advice from insurers and, where applicable, employers
- recognise insurer and, where applicable, employer roles and responsibilities in overall open disclosure policy development as well as in individual cases.

**Principle 3: Expression of regret**

**Recommendation 2.1:** The revised Standard should change the name of Principle 3 to *Saying sorry*.

**Recommendation 2.2:** The revised Standard should:

- specify the need for saying sorry within either an apology or an expression of regret in open disclosure as appropriate
- outline how saying sorry (as part of an apology or expression of regret) is beneficial for patients and providers
- describe the basic principles and components of an apology or expression of regret (including the words *I am* or *we are sorry*) in the context of patient harm, but not be too prescriptive due to
  - the complexity and uniqueness of individual incidents and consequent disclosure process
  - variations in legislative context between jurisdictions.
- stress that the need for an expression of regret versus an apology may change over time as new information comes to hand during the open disclosure process.

**Recommendation 2.3:** The revised Standard should:

- state explicitly that an apology or expression of regret may interact with jurisdictional law
- highlight the importance of avoiding speculative statements during the initial disclosure and delivery of an apology or expression of regret (illustrating with examples based on jurisdictional laws)
- recommend professional development and training aimed specifically at building understanding, knowledge and skills to approach apologising and expressing regret confidently during open disclosure.

**Principle 4: Recognition of the reasonable expectations of patients**

**Recommendation 3.1:** The revised Standard should:

- recommend that patient perception of harm be considered when deciding whether open disclosure is necessary
• recommend a holistic approach to the assessment of harm and impact on a patient using
the patient’s experience of their care as well as biomedical factors.

Recommendation 3.2: The revised Standard should recognise that:
• the needs and preferences of patients should be a principal driver of open disclosure
policy and procedures
• patient and provider views and expectations may differ on what should be disclosed
and how
• there is a need for modulated communication and a nuanced way in which information
is exchanged.

Recommendation 3.3: The revised Standard should:
• recommend that the need for disclosure be triggered by a range of mechanisms including
patient reports of their experience, and formal and informal complaints
• promote the involvement of patients, families and carers in incident investigation and
quality improvement
• highlight the importance and effect of the consent process on incident management and
on open disclosure.

Recommendation 3.4: The revised Standard should be supported by materials and resources
to assist implementation, and address the gaps in the current Standard with regard to the
management of patient expectations throughout the entire episode of care.

Principle 5: Staff support

Recommendation 4.1: The revised Standard should encourage healthcare organisations to
institute a ‘best practice’ approach, including the requirement and description of a formal
staff support process following a harmful incident and during the open disclosure process.

Recommendation 4.2: The revised Standard should be complemented by a suite of
implementation resources in a variety of formats.

Recommendation 4.3: The revised Standard should strongly advocate for open disclosure
training and education of healthcare professionals as an integral part of progressing and
embedding cultural change, with the aim of:
• encouraging open acknowledgment of harmful incidents as
  - an existent aspect of modern health care
  - a potential driver of quality improvement and systems learning
• making explicit the organisational values conducive to supporting staff and patients
  following harmful incidents
• encouraging senior staff to act as role models and mentors for less experienced staff
• viewing incidents as learning opportunities
• recognising the clinical and corporate risk management and quality improvement
dimensions of communicating with patients in an empathic manner
• optimising the processes for managing harmful incidents.
Principles 6 and 7: Integrated risk management, systems improvement and good governance

**Recommendation 5.1:** The revised Standard should continue to emphasise the key role of executive leadership, ownership and engagement in implementing open disclosure.

**Recommendation 5.2:** The revised Standard should:
- advise on how open disclosure can be integrated into, and enhance, existing risk management and clinical governance frameworks
- assume the existence of clinical governance frameworks and protocols for the conduct of investigations, rather than describing their development.

**Recommendation 5.3:** The revised Standard should:
- emphasise the value of open dialogue with patients in satisfying the needs of the patient
- recognise that open dialogue with patients is a key component of healthcare quality improvement, systems learning and clinical risk management.

**Recommendation 5.4:** The revised Standard should highlight the importance of data and information management processes to ensure:
- systems learning and quality improvement
- executive oversight and leadership of open disclosure
- intra-organisational accountability
- organisational accountability to external authorities.

**Recommendation 5.5:** The revised Standard should be accompanied by implementation resources to enable health services to implement and sustain open disclosure. These may include:
- staff safety culture survey templates
- risk management guidelines
- sets of standardised open disclosure outcome and process measures
- templates for executive reporting.

**Recommendation 5.6:** The revised Standard should be made relevant to a wider spectrum of healthcare services, including non-acute and primary care setting.

**Principle 8: Confidentiality**

**Recommendation 6.1:** The revised Standard should outline the importance of formally seeking support person nominations early in the episode of care in case of subsequent open disclosure and incident management.

**Recommendation 6.2:** The revised Standard should advocate for best practice open disclosure that openly and transparently provides all available information to patients and support persons.

**Recommendation 6.3:** The revised Standard should address the need to balance patients’ need for information with protecting the personal information about healthcare professionals involved in a harmful incident (information that is not related to the incident or the ensuing open disclosure).
Recommendation 6.4: The revised Standard should outline documentation requirements that provide patients and providers with consistent and complete information during the open disclosure process.

Open disclosure implementation

Recommendation 7.1: The revised Standard should recommend implementing systems to monitor, evaluate and improve the quality of open disclosure processes including:

- internal process measures
- data collected from patients and staff to measure and inform open disclosure improvements
- feedback to clinical staff about open disclosure performance and improvement activities.

Next steps for review of the Open Disclosure Standard

The Open Disclosure Standard review is occurring in the following stages:

Table 1 Open Disclosure Standard review stages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Review and analyse current open disclosure research, evidence and literature and report with recommendations</td>
<td>February 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Develop revised Open Disclosure Standard using recommendations from the Open Disclosure Standard Review Report</td>
<td>April 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Consult stakeholders on revised Open Disclosure Standard</td>
<td>August 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Finalise revised Open Disclosure Standard based on consultation findings</td>
<td>September 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Develop revised Open Disclosure Standard implementation resources</td>
<td>October 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Report on review project and submit revised Open Disclosure Standard for endorsement</td>
<td>November 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This report has completed Stage 1 of the review process.

Future consultation will be based on a revised Standard developed from the findings and recommendations in this report.

The consultation process will consist of three elements:

- consultation forums in each jurisdiction
- a national online survey
- written submissions.

Introduction

Open disclosure: an open discussion with a patient about an incident(s) that resulted in harm to that patient while receiving health care. The elements of open disclosure are an apology/expression of regret, a factual explanation of what happened and the potential consequences, an opportunity for the patient to relate their experience, and an explanation of the steps being taken to manage the event and prevent recurrence.
1 Introduction

Every day across Australia, many thousands of healthcare interventions are made. These interventions are often complex, delivered in high-pressure environments using highly advanced equipment, and involve multiple practitioners working together in teams and across organisations. Such interventions usually result in excellent clinical outcomes, but modern healthcare also carries significant risks. Sometimes unintended incidents occur and some result in patient harm.5–9

Open disclosure is a response to incidents of patient harm by both the individual healthcare practitioner and the organisation involved. It includes a frank and open discussion with the patient and their carer, as well as individual and organisational management of, and response to, the patient harm. A national open disclosure standard has been available to Australian healthcare services since 2003 when Australian health ministers endorsed the national Open Disclosure Standard (the Standard), which defines open disclosure as the ‘open discussion of incidents that result in harm to a patient while receiving health care.’ Its elements include ‘an expression of regret, a factual explanation of what happened, the potential consequences and the steps taken to manage the event and prevent recurrence.’10(p1)

The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care (the Commission) is responsible for maintaining the Standard and for reducing national barriers to its implementation. The Commission is advised on conduct of its Open Disclosure Program by the Open Disclosure Advisory Group. The group includes clinicians, public and private hospital representatives, academics, consumers, and professional indemnity and institutional insurers.

At its meeting of 29 November 2010, the Open Disclosure Advisory Group supported the proposed Open Disclosure Standard review process of developing a discussion paper to generate interest and responses and subsequently to create a model with which stakeholders could engage. The Commission and its Inter-Jurisdictional, Private Hospital and Primary Care Committees have been informed of, and support, the review of the Standard.

1.1 Purpose of this report

The purpose of this report is to present the findings of the review and suggest changes to the Standard. The report discusses:

• the background to open disclosure
• Australian and overseas experience, latest research, literature and best practice in open disclosure
• gaps and limitations in the current Standard in light of the latest evidence
• barriers and enablers of open disclosure implementation
• benefits and opportunities that open disclosure delivers to Australian patients, healthcare professionals, health services and the broader community
• recommended changes to the Standard that will encourage implementation.
1.2 Structure of this report

Following a background to open disclosure (Chapter 2), this report explores current evidence in practice within each of the eight principles expressed in the current Standard:\textsuperscript{10}

1. Openness and timeliness of communication (Chapter 3)
2. Acknowledgment (Chapter 3)
3. Expression of regret (Chapter 4)
4. Recognition of the reasonable expectations of patients and their support person(s) (Chapter 5)
5. Staff support (Chapter 6)
6. Integrated risk management and systems improvement (Chapter 7)
7. Good governance (Chapter 7)
8. Confidentiality (Chapter 8).

Note that principles 1 and 2 and principles 6 and 7 are considered together.

Each section discusses how the Standard might be revised in light of current thinking, evidence and practice. Implementation barriers, enablers and benefits of open disclosure are then discussed (Chapter 9). This includes a section on the economics of open disclosure. The Appendix outlines examples of successful open disclosure programs.

1.2.1 Quotes

Quotes from Australian patients, family members and health practitioners reflecting their experience of open disclosure have been included throughout the report. These are taken from independent, ethics-approved research (funded by the Commission) involving interviews with over one hundred patients, family members, carers, and healthcare providers. Data and knowledge generated by this research have been published in several peer-reviewed journals.

1.3 Evidence

Medical science relies on scientific method to inform practice. Evidence gathered through meta-analyses of randomised controlled trials is considered the gold standard of scientific enquiry. However, applying such methods in the quality improvement context is inherently difficult because the effect of interventions depends on a multitude of organisational, cultural and demographic factors as well as on the quality of implementation.\textsuperscript{15, 16} In addition, programs that span entire healthcare organisations cannot be re-created in a laboratory environment. This is especially true in an area as complex and unpredictable as open disclosure, which involves experiences, feelings and emotions not easily rationalised or measured in a purely quantitative way. The lack of conclusive evidence derived from large samples is often invoked to argue against prioritising quality improvement over additional health care.\textsuperscript{17}
The research presented here is predominantly qualitative, based on interviews and hypothetical situations especially with regard to patient and health professional experiences. This research is supported by broader results of related research activity that has taken place in recent years. There is now a considerable body of peer-reviewed open disclosure literature and accumulated knowledge from a range of healthcare systems. The findings of this research, much of which has taken place in Australia, suggest general consensus on various dimensions of open disclosure upon which policy can be constructed.

1.4 Definitions and terminology

There are various terms used in healthcare services, and in the evidence, to describe key concepts in this report. The glossary at the beginning of the report provides definitions for key terms. This section provides an explanation of some of these terms and how they are used in this report.

Much of the discussion in this report revolves around the issue of harm, how it is perceived and whose interpretation is used. The World Health Organization defines harm as ‘[i]mpairment of structure or function of the body and/or any deleterious effect arising there from, including disease, injury, suffering, disability and death. Harm may be physical, social or psychological.’ This is the definition upon which the discussion in the report is based.

In this report, the term ‘adverse event’ means (an) incident in which harm resulted to a person receiving health care. In addition, the term ‘harmful incident’ will also be used in this report to refer to an adverse event. This term is used in literature to link adverse events specifically to open disclosure and to accommodate various interpretations of harm and other issues such as preventability, expected complication and error.

Open disclosure involves a range of individuals and organisations. For patients, the process will often involve family members, loved ones, partners, carers or guardians. Unless otherwise specified, the term ‘patient’ implies all of these individuals, as do other ways of describing a person receiving care such as ‘resident’ or ‘client’. The term ‘consumer’ is used in a broader sense to signify individuals who may not, at the time, be receiving care but who, as potential patients, have an interest in healthcare services.

‘Healthcare professionals’ is the term used to encompass the clinical workforce and the non-clinical workforce who have a role in open disclosure. It may include nurses, midwives, allied health professionals, managers, pharmacists, surgeons or physicians. The term ‘staff’ is sometimes used and also refers to both clinical and administrative professionals.

While the term ‘healthcare service’ is preferred in this report, other terms are also used such as institution, organisation, healthcare facility or hospital. These terms may be understood to include residential care facilities, nursing homes and domiciliary service providers. ‘Institution’ can also refer to professional organisations, learned colleges, associations and educational facilities.

Open disclosure is sometimes referred to simply as disclosure in this report.
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Open disclosure: an open discussion with a patient about an incident(s) that resulted in harm to that patient while receiving health care. The elements of open disclosure are an apology/expression of regret, a factual explanation of what happened and the potential consequences, an opportunity for the patient to relate their experience, and an explanation of the steps being taken to manage the event and prevent recurrence.
2 Background

Modern health care has developed into one of the most complex human endeavours. While patient harm is obviously to be avoided as far as possible, the reality is that some adverse events are to be expected in this complex and challenging discipline. A recent Productivity Commission report into support for Australians with disabilities proposes that injury and disability caused by medical ‘accidents’ be included in a national injury insurance scheme. This therefore assumes patient harm is an unavoidable issue in health care. System responses to patient harm are starting to be considered in a similar fashion as those to other sources of injury and disability such as motor vehicle accidents.

It is therefore an opportune time to revive a national conversation on open disclosure as a key part of managing patient harm, as well as its role in a humane, responsive and patient-focused healthcare system for all Australians.

2.1 Patient harm — a global issue

The past two decades have seen increased recognition and scrutiny of preventable patient harm that was caused by error, system failure and lapses in healthcare quality. A series of government inquiries have been conducted internationally and in Australia. Academic and empirical investigations into the incidence and causes of patient harm have enlarged the evidence on the scope and scale of healthcare safety and quality issues.

These investigations suggest that approximately ten per cent of all clinical interventions result in patient harm, and that about half of these are preventable. More recent examination of patient harm suggests that these figures could significantly underestimate the true rates and preventability of adverse events. Results from the 2009 Australian Labour Force Survey indicate that almost 900,000 Australians aged 15 years and over experienced harm from medication, medical care, treatment or investigation in one year. Only a small proportion of adverse events are reported to existing incident reporting mechanisms. Media scrutiny of patient harm remains high.

Several key themes relevant to this review emerge from patient safety research:

Patient harm

- Patient harm occurs in all hospitals, health services and clinical settings and in all countries.
- Individual incidents are often preventable. Statistically, however, unexpected events and outcomes are inevitable over time.

Patients

- Evidence suggests that only a small proportion of adverse events are disclosed to patients, with an even smaller proportion of disclosure meeting patient needs and expectations.
- Patients’ expectations, views and preferences of healthcare safety and quality often differ to those of healthcare providers.
• Patients (families and carers) are increasingly recognised as key members of the healthcare team, both as holders of critical care information across the care continuum and as contributors towards clinical decision-making.\textsuperscript{13, 39, 55}

**Organisations**

• Health care has evolved from an individual ‘craft’ into a complex and intricate undertaking both at individual and system levels.\textsuperscript{56, 57}

• Health care is delivered by teams of professionals; within which, effective communication is increasingly recognised as the key ingredient in maximising safety and quality.\textsuperscript{58–64}

• Organisational cultures promoting openness, transparency and a desire to learn from errors typify high-quality healthcare organisations; opacity and denial feature in organisations with poor safety records.\textsuperscript{65–67}

• Theory and knowledge from other disciplines and human endeavour (e.g. industrial production, economics, human factors research, behavioural science and sociology) are frequently drawn upon to explain and remedy deficiencies in healthcare delivery.\textsuperscript{68, 69}

### 2.2 Open disclosure in Australia and overseas

In the past, healthcare professionals often discussed unexpected care outcomes openly and directly with patients. However, in the late 1980s a movement towards organisational responses to medical errors began to be described, acted upon and championed by leading clinicians, consumers and others as an integral aspect of ethical, transparent and patient-centred care.\textsuperscript{31, 70–75} Formal, institutionally led disclosure remains an evolving phenomenon. Over the last two decades, open disclosure has been seen variously as a strategic response to rising legal costs, and as an ethical practice on the part of health services seeking to restore patient trust, repair harms and improve processes of care.\textsuperscript{48, 74, 76, 77}

According to the United Kingdom’s National Patient Safety Agency, ‘being open when things go wrong is clearly fundamental to the partnership between patients and those who provide their care’.\textsuperscript{78(p6)}

Australia was an early adopter of open disclosure when in 2003, Australian health ministers endorsed the Standard.\textsuperscript{10} Evidence for the value and the benefits of disclosure has grown considerably in the years since the release of the Standard. Open disclosure has become a part of health policy across most continents.\textsuperscript{10, 78–80} Examples of these policies include the United Kingdom’s *Being Open — Communicating Patient Safety Incidents with Patients, their Families and Carers*, made available in 2005\textsuperscript{81} and re-launched in 2009,\textsuperscript{78} and the *Canadian Disclosure Guidelines* released in 2008\textsuperscript{79} with a revised draft currently under consultation.\textsuperscript{82} New Zealand frames incident disclosure as a patient right, and it is a component of that country’s *Health and Disability Service Standards*.\textsuperscript{83, 84} In 2006, the Harvard hospitals released a consensus statement on open disclosure titled *When things go wrong: Responding to adverse events*.\textsuperscript{73}
2.3 Benefits of open disclosure

Open Disclosure might succeed where other health care reform initiatives have thus far failed: Accomplishing a new structure of attention that favours open communication and responsive relationships among all stakeholders in health care.85(p155)

Effective open disclosure is achievable through a combination of leadership, change management and collaboration between stakeholders including patients, providers, institutions, professional associations, insurers and the legal profession.

The benefits of open disclosure include:

For patients
- ameliorating feelings of anger, guilt, grief or helplessness
- restoring trust in health care
- encouraging patients to participate in health care quality improvement processes.

For healthcare providers
- enabling healthcare professionals to mitigate ongoing negative consequences of harmful incidents
- enabling healthcare professionals to manage the stress and affective consequences of a harmful incident or complaint
- ameliorating feelings of guilt and shame
- facilitating a full and frank incident investigation which can be used to improve safety and quality
- fulfilling professional, ethical and moral obligations to truthfully disclose information on harmful incidents.

A consolidated view of the current literature suggests that the benefits of systematically implemented open disclosure could extend beyond the immediate context of any particular case and into service improvement more broadly. These additional benefits may include:
- improved system responsiveness to patient needs
- improved clinical communication skills resulting in better care, diagnostic skills and patient-centred outcomes
- leverage for cultural reform through
  - embedding transparency and openness into healthcare services
  - flattening hierarchies, reducing barriers between disciplines and professions, and promoting a team-based ethic
- increased and improved notification, reporting and investigation of incidents (including the patient’s perspective on the trajectory of their care), resulting in more targeted quality improvement activity
- improved staff morale and retention
- strengthened public trust in healthcare institutions, including the patient–provider relationship.
This broader range of benefits is perhaps more evident from open disclosure than other quality improvement initiatives, and should be considered when discussing the resource implications of open disclosure. They assist an economic case for open disclosure to be made (see Section 9.2).

2.4 The national Open Disclosure Standard

*I think in some ways they [staff] are relieved because … there is a plan: this is what we are going to do with this family.* Director, Clinical Department

The intention of the Standard was to facilitate open communication by health services with patients and their families about adverse events in health care. It recognised that reducing error in complex systems required active encouragement of health professionals to report error in a supported environment and that error reporting was critical to organisational learning.

The Standard specifies that the open disclosure process should entail, at a minimum, an expression of regret, explanation of what has occurred, and description of the action being taken to manage the incident and prevent recurrence.

The Australian experience of open disclosure has been subject to significant review and investigation into:

- the National Open Disclosure Pilot
- health professional perspectives
- patient perspectives
- legal barriers to open disclosure practice.

2.4.1 Evaluation of the National Open Disclosure Pilot

In January 2005, Australian health ministers endorsed an implementation plan, which included piloting the Standard in the public and private sectors. The National Open Disclosure Pilot involved 40 facilities in seven jurisdictions and the private sector. It included development of open disclosure policies, protocols and tools by jurisdictions and participating facilities. Some jurisdictions trained health professionals in open disclosure and implemented the Standard statewide; in others only some services participated. Pilot sites were highly variable in scale, in the exact model of open disclosure practised, in their subsequent practical experience of open disclosure, and in the extent and nature of the open disclosure provided. The pilot officially concluded in December 2007.

The Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care (the Commission) subsequently funded an extensive independent evaluation of the national pilot. The basis for the study was 154 semistructured and in-depth interviews ranging from 45 minutes to 2 hours in duration: 131 with health professionals, 15 with patients and 8 with family members. The transcripts were analysed, capturing both the detail of open disclosure experiences and the emotional and interpersonal subtleties embedded in the responses. In addition, a survey questionnaire was circulated among healthcare providers and organisations. Eighty completed surveys were received.
Three main aspects of open disclosure revealed in the evaluation were:

1. Open disclosure is met with approval and relief on the part of both health professionals and patients:
   - staff could now discuss matters that were often seen as too difficult to discuss in the past
   - patients felt pleased that they had been told what happened.

2. There are ongoing uncertainties about:
   - which incidents ‘trigger’ open disclosure
   - the impact of open disclosure on staff and their organisation's reputation
   - the legal and insurance implications of open disclosure
   - whether colleagues would support those carrying out open disclosure.

3. Staff and patients want to integrate open disclosure more firmly and consistently in everyday clinical practice.

The evaluation is a rich source of quantitative and qualitative data on the practice of, and attitudes to, open disclosure. The following quotes derived from the interviews encapsulate the more positive aspects of the findings:

*Before March I blamed the hospital, I blamed myself, I blamed everybody. Like, the guilt was just so raw with me. My own guilt and the guilt that I’d let my son down, and the blame that I needed to pass on to the hospital, and all of that. Since the Open Disclosure I know for a fact that there has been measures put in place so that this doesn't happen ... The Open Disclosure actually lifted a great weight off my shoulder. I didn’t feel like it was about guilt any more. It was about acceptance. This happened which shouldn't have happened but it did and I have to accept that and move on.*

*Patient (p115)*

*We had a massive case of an absolutely horrendous situation involved and we went through an Open Disclosure process and that was the most amazingly kind of positive experience.*

*Senior Medical Manager (p19)*

In April 2008, Australian health ministers considered the results of the evaluation and agreed to work towards implementation of the Standard in all healthcare facilities. Ministers also recommended that additional investigation of patient views and experience of open disclosure be undertaken.

**2.4.2 Investigating the patient experience of open disclosure**

The Commission subsequently funded large-scale independent research into the patient experience of open disclosure. The study conducted approximately 116 in-depth interviews to describe and document patient stories of harmful incidents and subsequent organisational responses to them. Qualitative data analysis software (NVivo) was used to identify high-frequency themes found in the interview data. The project findings have been published in several peer-reviewed journals, with others forthcoming.
Generally, interviewees felt that disclosure lacked a sincere apology and an ongoing care plan, was not conducted as a dialogue, and did not contain enough information on how future incidents would be prevented. The main concerns or shortcomings identified in the interviews were:

- inadequate preparation for open disclosure discussions for patients and by staff
- lack of appropriate closure, and insufficient dialogue facilitating an exchange of experiences, views, questions and expectations on the part of stakeholders in the incident
- disclosure of unexpected outcomes in an inappropriate fashion
- lack of follow-up support
- insufficient integration of open disclosure with quality and patient safety improvement processes.

Several ancillary issues were also identified:

- lack of ready acknowledgment for incidents
- absence of internal complaint mechanisms that trigger disclosure in the interest of the consumer
- inappropriate level of formality and explanation during the process, including inadequate information about the process itself
- unsuitable times and locations for discussions
- lack of opportunity to arrange a personal support person(s)
- lack of consultation with patients with regard to which staff members would be present.

The study identifies several aspects of open disclosure practice that are in need of improvement and suggests several changes to the current practice of open disclosure including:

- commencing the open disclosure process as soon as possible following the incident, even if all the facts have not yet been established
- enacting open disclosure as facilitated dialogue rather than as clinician-centred information provision
- creating a clear documentation trail
- integrating open disclosure with practice improvement
- arranging opportunities for patients to become involved in incident investigation, service re-design, and practice improvement evaluation (with their explicit consent if other individuals such as family members or carers are involved in the conversation).

These findings align with, and support, previous research into patient concerns, expectations and experience with harmful incidents and open disclosure. There is now a considerable body of international and Australian evidence relating to the patient, provider and institutional experience of open disclosure on which to base a review of the Standard.
2.4.3 Legal aspects of open disclosure in Australia

The Commission also initiated independent investigation of some of the uncertainty in open disclosure practice created by legal variation between Australian jurisdictions. It commissioned a study that included a survey of approximately 50 health professionals involved in open disclosure, which sought to:

- clarify the effect of qualified privilege and apology laws on the practice of open disclosure
- consider the option of legislation to support open disclosure and what this may entail.\textsuperscript{99, 100}

**Apology laws**

All Australian jurisdictions have enacted apology laws ‘which protect statements of apology or regret made after “incidents” from subsequent use in certain legal settings.’\textsuperscript{99} The protective value of apology laws in relation to open disclosure is constrained by:

- varying apology legislation across jurisdictions, especially with regard to mea culpa statements
- lack of clarity in relation to open disclosure activities
- exclusion in five jurisdictions (Victoria, Tasmania, Western Australia, Northern Territory and South Australia) of statements containing acknowledgments of fault or liability
- the inherently selective nature of the laws, as an expression of regret is only one element of open disclosure.

It should be noted that the apology laws were enacted without open disclosure in mind, and relate to various situations and legal contexts. In short, as a shield for open disclosure they are ‘neither large nor thick.’\textsuperscript{99} However, there is some empirical evidence from health care and other settings that apology laws restrict what can be said in these situations, and there are numerous examples in Australian common law to indicate that an apology, including one that conveys or implies fault, is not admissible, does not constitute an admission of liability and is unlikely to be given weight in an Australian court.\textsuperscript{101–103} Nevertheless, caution and restraint is necessary to avoid eroding public trust in health care further by, for example, making speculative statements following an incident that later emerge to be false. The legal aspect of apology is explored in more detail in Section 4.4.

**Qualified privilege**

Qualified privilege protects information gathered during formal investigations into (usually serious) adverse events. The purpose of these laws is to protect this information from use in legal proceedings, thus removing the inhibitions of individuals and institutions to provide complete information that would enable the causes of these events to be identified and rectified.

All Australian jurisdictions have statutes that anchor qualified privilege in a ‘quality assurance committee’ or similarly named entity, and none address open disclosure directly. All of these statutes have lawful pathways that should enable the release of information to patients to whom the information relates. It is generally considered that the greater obstacles to release of information to patients are likely to be non-legal, such as the reluctance of hospitals, health services or providers directly or indirectly identified in the reports to agree to the release of information.\textsuperscript{99}
Generally, it is considered that qualified privilege legislations neither create prohibitions or barriers to the release of information, nor protect information obtained through open disclosure from being used in litigation or other medico-legal actions. In other words, the contents of open disclosure dialogue, with the possible exception of the apology component, can be used in legal proceedings.\textsuperscript{A}

There are also practical considerations why qualified privilege law is not highly relevant in open disclosure. For example, most clinical incidents are not investigated under qualified privilege.

**Healthcare professional perceptions of legal issues**

A 2010 survey explored the attitudes of approximately 50 health professionals involved in open disclosure towards medico-legal aspects of the practice of open disclosure and the extent to which existing laws mitigate those risks.\textsuperscript{100}

The study found that a majority of participants considered medico-legal risks and inadequate training and education as moderate to major barriers to conducting open disclosure. There was confusion, uncertainty and a lack of knowledge about the legal parameters for open disclosure (especially regarding apology laws). Views were mixed on the extent to which existing laws encouraged open disclosure.\textsuperscript{100}

### 2.4.4 Open disclosure implementation in Australia

**States and territories**

Following publication of the Standard, Australian states and territories began to develop local open disclosure policies and, in some cases, integrate these into incident management systems. In the policies, open disclosure is closely linked to risk management and clinical governance. States and territories also implemented education initiatives and made available resources to support staff conducting, or involved in, open disclosure. A summary of open disclosure policy and implementation at jurisdictional level as at 1 January 2012 is presented in Table 2.

**The private and primary care sectors**

It is more difficult to gauge the extent of implementation of open disclosure throughout the Australian private healthcare, aged care and primary care sectors. On the whole, Australian private healthcare services have embraced patient safety with enthusiasm. The Commission's Private Hospital Sector Committee is a key component of the national safety and quality agenda and supports the national open disclosure initiative.

There are examples of comprehensive and highly successful disclosure practice in private hospitals (see Appendix). Considering the significant role of this sector in the Australian health system, it is imperative that private hospital organisational contexts are reflected in the revised Standard and that the sector is engaged in the consultation process.

A considerable amount of the research and evidence on open disclosure derives from United States (US) hospital systems, which have similarities to Australian private hospitals in terms of funding and relationship with doctors. Therefore some of the US research presented in this report may be applicable to the Australian private hospital system.

---

\textsuperscript{A} West Australian protection under the *Health Services (Quality Improvement) Act 1994* adheres more strongly to the information once it is released to third parties.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Education / training</th>
<th>Data collection / indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>2007 policy to establish a standard approach for communication with patients and support persons after an incident: <a href="http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/quality/opendisc/">www.health.nsw.gov.au/quality/opendisc/</a> All health services are required to have appropriate local procedures in place to ensure consistency and compliance with the policy Consistent with the national Standard</td>
<td>Due for evaluation in 2012</td>
<td>Official non-mandatory program in place Data collected for high-level incidents (SAC 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Territory</td>
<td>Policy currently under development. Will be based on the national Standard.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>Policy released 2011: <a href="http://www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/public+content/sa+health+internet/about+us/safety+and+quality/open-disclosure">www.sahealth.sa.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/public+content/sa+health+internet/about+us/safety+and+quality/open-disclosure</a> Integrated with incident management and reporting processes Consistent with the national Standard</td>
<td>Review progress on education and training in 2012</td>
<td>Statewide training from September to November 2011, 120 staff attended Mastering Open Disclosure Workshops and 56 attended master classes E-learning package for staff orientation Data will be collected through a clinical incident reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>WA Open Disclosure Policy: Communication and Disclosure Requirements for Health Professionals Working in Western Australia (May 2009): <a href="http://www.safetyandquality.health.wa.gov.au/involving_patient/open_disclosure.cfm">www.safetyandquality.health.wa.gov.au/involving_patient/open_disclosure.cfm</a> Compliance is mandatory in public healthcare facilities Based on and consistent with the national Standard principles. Guidance on local legislative matters provided</td>
<td>Due for evaluation 2013 Evaluation of pilot at four metropolitan hospitals produced findings and recommendations consistent with the evaluation of the national pilot</td>
<td>Training and education managed and implemented at an Area Health Service level Data collected on the percentage of notified sentinel events that initiate an open disclosure process; this is published in the annual sentinel event reports (note that sentinel event reporting includes the private sector in WA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Education / training</th>
<th>Data collection / indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tasmania</td>
<td>Statewide directive issued in 2010 requiring Tasmanian health services to implement the national Standard. The statewide DHHS Open Disclosure Policy was released in September 2011. Based on the national Standard with additional detail regarding local legislative matters.</td>
<td>2013 Train the trainer model has been adopted with workshops conducted throughout the state.</td>
<td>Collection of data on consumer satisfaction and staff confidence planned for internal quality improvement purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>ACT Open Disclosure Policy released in February 2010</td>
<td>2013 No mandatory education or training Program currently being developed for implementation in April 2012.</td>
<td>Indicators currently being developed for collection in 2012.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Commission, in partnership with the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners, released an education module and suite of materials for general practices titled *Regaining trust after an adverse event* with the aim of complementing existing knowledge and improving communication skills as a means of restoring patient–provider relationships when things go wrong. The appropriateness of these documents, and further support for open disclosure implementation in general practice, will be considered through the consultation process of this review.

2.4.5 Health service accreditation

Accreditation is recognised as an important driver for safety and quality improvement. Australia’s health accreditation processes are highly regarded internationally. The *National Safety and Quality Health Service (NSQHS) Standards* have been developed by the Commission to describe how and against what an organisation’s performance will be assessed in a new and nationally consistent accreditation system. There are currently ten NSQHS Standards.

A requirement to implement a formal open disclosure process forms part of the first NSQHS Standard: *Governance for safety and quality in health service organisations*. This means that incorporating open disclosure into health service policy and practice is an accrediting activity for Australian health services. The first and second NSQHS Standard (*Partnering with consumers*) set the overarching requirements for effective implementation of the remaining eight Standards, which address more specific clinical areas of patient care.

2.5 Review of the Standard

National and international developments and achievements in disclosure suggest that changes are occurring in the way that disclosure policies are being framed and practised. Reflecting implementation experiences and new evidence in a revised Standard will ensure that the national basis for open disclosure is consistent, practical and relevant.

Reviewing and updating the Standard provides several opportunities including:

- ensuring the Standard reflects the experience of Australian health services that have implemented open disclosure
- providing stakeholders with an opportunity to shape the core open disclosure document
- integrating the latest research into the Standard and supporting materials
- promoting open disclosure to Australian health services that have yet to implement it
- developing a suite of implementation resources to
  - assist health services implement open disclosure more effectively
  - support and empower patients, families and carers to participate in, and benefit from, the process
  - support and enable healthcare practitioners to conduct open disclosure consistently, confidently and without anxiety
- enabling health services to meet requirements in the new *National Safety and Quality Health Service Standards*. 
The Standard was a noteworthy achievement in Australian health care and was ratified by a wide range of stakeholders. Review of the Standard will need to ensure that a similarly wide representation of interests is engaged and support obtained for the review and for its outcomes.
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Open disclosure: an open discussion with a patient about an incident(s) that resulted in harm to that patient while receiving health care. The elements of open disclosure are an apology/expression of regret, a factual explanation of what happened and the potential consequences, an opportunity for the patient to relate their experience, and an explanation of the steps being taken to manage the event and prevent recurrence.
3 Openness and timely acknowledgment

*I think that it’s the willingness to accept and acknowledge error [that determines the success of Open Disclosure]. I think that’s the one thing that the whole thing hangs on … I think it’s that willingness to accept failure and accountability, and the acceptance of accountability for that are probably the two critical things the whole thing falls on.* Senior Medical Manager

**Principle 1: Openness and timeliness of communication**

When things go wrong, the patient and their support person should be provided with information about what happened, in an open and honest manner at all times. The open disclosure process is fluid and may involve the provision of ongoing information.

**Principle 2: Acknowledgment**

All adverse events should be acknowledged to the patient and their support person as soon as practicable. Healthcare organisations should acknowledge when an adverse event has occurred and initiate the open disclosure process. The first two principles of the Standard align with current evidence. Patients consistently express a preference for immediate acknowledgment and notification of adverse events even if all the facts behind the event have not yet been established. They expect timely, open, honest and accurate communication from providers following harm. Lack of these qualities in post-incident communication can lead to a breakdown of trust and possibly increase negative perceptions and trauma. Healthcare professionals express a desire to disclose harmful incidents but can feel constrained by various real and perceived barriers.

3.1 Patient views and experience

Many patients consider that open disclosure is not done promptly enough, is not conducted in a spirit of openness and transparency, and is performed in a one-directional manner. Recent Australian patient open disclosure research has identified a number of key issues for patients:

- inadequate preparation for open disclosure discussions for patients and by staff
- lack of appropriate closure, and insufficient dialogue facilitating an exchange of experiences, views, questions and expectations on the part of stakeholders in the incident
- disclosure of unexpected outcomes in an inappropriate fashion
- lack of follow-up support
- insufficient integration of open disclosure with quality and patient safety improvement processes.
Several changes to the current practice of open disclosure were suggested by interviewees to address these problems, including:

- commencing the open disclosure process as soon as possible following the incident, even if all the facts have not yet been established
- enacting open disclosure as facilitated dialogue rather than as clinician-centred information provision.

Other research supports the findings, including a recent study that found provider responses following harm continue to fall short of patient expectations. Patients expect full, immediate and transparent disclosure of harmful events. The need for an advocate to participate in disclosure processes is also expressed. There is little to suggest gender, racial, demographic or cultural differences affect patient preferences in relation to these issues.

3.1.1 Lack of openness and acknowledgment: key motivators for medico-legal action by patients

Malpractice suits often result when an unexpected adverse outcome is met with a lack of empathy from physicians and a withholding of essential information.

The importance of the first two principles of the Standard becomes clear when harmed patient motivations for legal action against providers are examined. Lack of openness and transparency are cited as key drivers for patients to pursue legal remedies. Litigation is most often initiated in order to receive a full explanation of what happened, and why, in response to perceived defensiveness and opacity by the health service or the provider(s). Patients report relief and closure after receiving access to a full report of the investigation of the incident:

I felt as though the medical authorities were clamping up as soon as I expressed my concern … so much evidence has come to light [after seeing a solicitor]. If nothing else comes from all this, I have the satisfaction of knowing that it wasn’t just my imagination or me simply making a fuss.

Financial compensation is only one of a range of factors considered when patients, families and carers choose to pursue legal or disciplinary action. Its importance has been observed to increase, however, in cases of more severe injury and greater economic loss. Generally, motivation to pursue disciplinary or legal action is related to how the incident was managed as opposed to the nature of the incident itself. A lack of clear and sympathetic explanation by providers and a failure to appreciate the emotional needs of patients are just as important as the physical aspects of the harmful incident. For patients, disclosure encompasses issues such as corrective justice and restoration of dignity. Schwappach and Koeck note that an honest, empathic and accountable approach decreased patients’ desire for strong disciplinary actions by 59 per cent. Albert Wu, a long-standing champion of open disclosure, suggests that ‘confronted by an empathetic and apologetic physician, patients and families can be astonishingly forgiving.

Another key motivation to pursue disciplinary or legal action is to ensure a similar incident does not happen to somebody else. Ensuring that health services learn from harm helps patients, families and carers to cope with pain, loss or grief by being reassured that some
good resulted from the incident.\textsuperscript{22, 48, 93, 118} This is an important consideration in terms of the entire disclosure process, especially with regard to:

- assuring the patient that the incident is investigated to ascertain its system-related causes
- ensuring that the ‘loop is closed’ and any system improvement resulting from the investigation is fed back to the patient.

It is not suggested that open disclosure alone will reduce medico-legal activity and associated costs in healthcare organisations. However, the evidence highlights the importance of openness, transparency and timeliness in meeting post-incident patient responses and expectations so that further harms are not generated.

3.2 Providers, services and institutions

\textit{All my experience with [open disclosure] is positive. It is contributing to the culture […] it is about getting it off people’s chest […] there is no dealing of hidden agendas, there is no feelings of [distrust], there is true transparency. Nursing manager}\textsuperscript{86(p11)}

According to the available evidence, open disclosure is almost universally supported by individual healthcare professionals as the right thing to do.\textsuperscript{12, 45, 46, 98, 119–127} In its Code of Conduct, the Australian Medical Board advises that good medical practice involves ‘[b]eing aware of the importance of the principles of open disclosure and a non-punitive approach to incident management’.\textsuperscript{128(p11)}

However, there exists a considerable gap between the views of providers and patients on which incidents require disclosure and what constitutes sufficient disclosure.\textsuperscript{11, 46, 49, 50, 90, 125, 129–132} These differences seem to reflect what is valued more generally by the two groups in healthcare processes. Through their training and professional socialisation, clinicians tend to see their practice predominantly in its concrete relevance to clinical outcomes through the interventions they are able to provide.\textsuperscript{46, 133, 134} Patients, on the other hand, value a broader set of qualities, competencies and ‘soft skills’ in providers.\textsuperscript{51, 135} This is not a new insight. In 1927, Francis Peabody wrote that ‘one of the essential qualities of the clinician is interest in humanity, for the secret of the care of the patient is in caring for the patient’.\textsuperscript{136, B}

Healthcare providers recognise that special skills are required to participate confidently in open disclosure, which, on the whole, is ‘seen to harbour uncertainties, including what should trigger a formal response, the unknown impact on individuals’ and the organisation’s reputation, unclear legal and insurance implications, and unreliable support by colleagues for those carrying out open disclosure’.\textsuperscript{98(p398)} Ensuring systematic acquisition of these skills is critical for successful open disclosure practice.

3.2.1 Institutions and insurers

Healthcare facilities, institutions and professional indemnity insurers play a key part in how incidents are managed. Institutions and their insurers must be involved in the formulation of (local) open disclosure policies (as is recommended in the Standard) and in preparation for pre-arranged open disclosure meetings. However, they need to be cognisant of patient expectations and the effect on the provider and organisational risk profile if these

---

\textsuperscript{B} The institutional and professional factors underlying this discordance are explored further in Chapter 5.
expectations are not met, especially in the context of open and timely acknowledgment of a harmful incident.

There is a tension in the current Standard between the principles of openness and timely acknowledgment, and the requirement for providers to ‘take early advice from their insurer following a harmful incident’\(^{10(p15)}\). This can undermine best practice open disclosure, as described by patients, by delaying communication with the patient, family or carer.

### 3.2.2 Clinical communication

Iedema and colleagues noted that, in order to optimise its effect, open disclosure must ‘be conducted by staff who have excellent communication and listening skills’\(^{98(p398)}\). This expectation is also shared by patients. However, the most striking difference between consumer and healthcare professional views is in the area of communication, with research suggesting that:\(^{11, 21, 22, 39, 94, 95, 137–140}\)

- Patients want more information than is given.
- Providers over-estimate the amount of information they have provided.
- Providers ascribe instrumental value to communication — it enables them to make a correct diagnosis and prescribe the correct treatment. Patients, on the other hand, value communication intrinsically — it is as much part of the ‘care’ process as prescribed treatment and subsequent outcome.
- Empathic and compassionate communication is highly valued by patients. It affects ratings of their healthcare experience more than clinical outcomes or the presence of complications.
- Communication style is important in developing trust between provider and the harmed party, influencing the eventual outcome of the disclosure process. Acceptance of responsibility and apology also fosters trust. Trust is, in turn, linked to patients being prepared to accept errors as inevitable and forgivable.

Of course, interpersonal communication can be highly complex. It is not effortless and requires personal investment in time and emotional labour. ‘It involves imparting, receiving, and deciphering knowledge. The effective interchange of various signs, signals, information and data, written, verbal and nonverbal discourse connects people together, facilitates collaboration and lays the groundwork for forms of consensus. The reverse is also true.’\(^{141(p357)}\) For providers, open disclosure draws on a set of attributes rather than one specific technical skill.\(^{48}\)

The importance of communication also applies at the organisational level. In the Bristol, King Edward Memorial Hospital (KEMH) and Manitoba inquiry reports, the words ‘communication’ and ‘trust’ are mentioned a total of 439 and 67 times, respectively.\(^{141}\) The KEMH inquiry argued that ‘the provision of adequate information is an essential prerequisite to the development of trust. It underpins the honesty between professional and patient.’\(^{26(p287)}\)

### 3.2.3 Differences between professions

Divergence in how open disclosure is viewed and executed is emerging among various health professions. Nurses are more likely to report incidents but less likely to disclose them. Although nurses routinely disclose events that fall within their accountability, disclosure of more serious events is seen to be the responsibility of doctors. Through delays
in commencing open disclosure, nurses are often being placed in ethically compromising positions by having to continue to care for patients who have been harmed, and who may be ‘asking difficult questions’. Professional boundaries are often ambiguous in the context of disclosure. There is also inter-disciplinary variation within the medical profession. For example, surgeons tend to disclose less information than physicians.

Risk managers have varying involvement in open disclosure both in terms of coaching and execution. A United States study suggests that risk managers are more likely than physicians to recommend disclosure that includes a full description of action to prevent similar events from occurring but are less likely to provide a full apology that recognised the harm caused by the event.

Recent interviews with a small set of Australian risk, safety and quality improvement managers reveals that open disclosure is becoming embedded into the routine practice of some Australian hospitals. However the research also described a disparity in how open disclosure is viewed by medical staff and safety and quality staff.

### 3.3 What to disclose

The need for formal open disclosure will be evident in the majority of incidents. However, in some incidents the course of action will not be as clear and identifying a threshold for enacting open disclosure can be confusing. For example, should all incidents be disclosed — including incidents where harm or preventability is disputed, near misses, or when there is unmet expectation due to poor communication?

There is evidence of what may be termed a ‘paternalistic’ attitude among some providers. This results in decisions that disclosure may do more harm than good. Some consider a decision not to disclose as ‘patient-centred care’.

Several papers describe situations of open disclosure being withheld or restrained for reasons including:

- clinicians feeling that the incident was trivial
- patients being unaware that an event occurred
- clinicians believing that the patient would not understand the explanation
- clinicians believing that the patient would not want to know.

Chapter 5 addresses establishing the need for open disclosure in more detail and from different perspectives. In deciding whether an incident constituted ‘harm’ and whether open disclosure should be enacted the following principles/questions may serve as a guide:

- Has the incident contravened policy such as the *Charter of Healthcare Rights*?
- Have expectations generated by pre-care and early-care activity been met?
- Was the patient treated with respect and dignity throughout the entire episode?
- Will the incident have any ongoing effect on the patient?
- Does the patient believe they have been harmed?

Some patient experiences suggest that their attempts to convey concern, or the belief that an incident had occurred, were not given credence. Research indicates that identifying an incident and the need for disclosure is often in the context of a ‘view that medical expertise should be allowed to trump lay persons’ personal experience…[and that]…the way health
services, clinical risk managers and policy makers classify incidents consistently favours biomedical over socio-psychological criteria. There are risks in this approach. Patient perceptions are of primary importance in fulfilling the role of open disclosure in restoring trust between patients and healthcare providers. In addition, if biomedical criteria and processes are given precedence, disclosure may occur some time after the event, triggered by a patient complaint. This is contrary to patient preferences identified in the literature, and risks the harmed patient being dissatisfied with the process.

It is unlikely that a debate between the provider and the patient on whether the incident constituted a ‘harmful’ incident will be productive, the patient’s perception of whether there has been an incident or not should inform clinical and managerial decision-making.

Patient perception and behaviour following an incident are primarily determined by communication with the health service and its staff. Effective disclosure raises patient ratings of services and of the quality of care provided. There is evidence of a correlation between patient appraisals of quality and clinical risk of harm, suggesting that engaging with patient concerns can avert some incidents escalating into crises, and provide long-term quality of care benefits.

3.3.1 Preventability

Preventability, and whether the incident was a genuine mistake or a normal complication of the disease or procedure, should not dominate decision-making on the need for open disclosure. Preventability is difficult to define and is, in any case, a fluid concept. It bears little relevance to patients who most often are seeking an explanation of why the result of their care was unexpected or harmful. Based on available evidence, it is prudent for providers and organisations to adopt an ‘if in doubt, enact open disclosure’ approach to incidents for which preventability is not immediately clear.

Conway and colleagues argue that ‘many of the most challenging and poorly handled serious clinical adverse events occur when too much time is spent on determining preventability and not enough on empathy and support’. The following quote from an Australian healthcare provider illustrates this:

> It does not have to be something really that arises from a mistake. And the ones I have been involved with especially have been complications that are considered even routine or considered part of what would be expected in the care of a complicated and unwell patient. Even just identifying that even if there is a complication can be considered an adverse outcome, not just a surgeon made a big mistake. That in itself improves not only patient’s perceptions but also their outcome at the end of the day. Medical manager

3.3.2 Near misses and no harm incidents

Both providers and patients are divided on whether near misses or no harm incidents should be disclosed. No clear findings can be gleaned from available research. For providers, the question is interwoven with other concerns such as time constraints and preconceptions of patient ability to comprehend. The duty to disclose may also be
Outweighed by the duty not to harm (i.e. providers can feel it is counterproductive to worry patients with information about near misses). In addition, scarce resources may be expended on indiscriminate disclosure of near misses or no harm incidents ahead of other patient safety priorities.72

Incidents not apparent to patients are much less likely to be disclosed.129,145 However, as discussed in the previous section, patient and provider interpretations of an incident may differ considerably. In addition, the consequences of not disclosing a near miss or no harm incident can be grave, as the opportunity may be missed to alert both provider and patient to be more vigilant about care. Another consideration is that disclosure of near misses can be used as training for open disclosure, as well as facing challenging clinical communication more generally, as the absence of harm is likely to make for an easier disclosure.152

The degree to which evidence can inform policy and practice here is limited. Research indicates that disclosure should not be indiscriminate in these circumstances, and decisions should be guided by context and the peculiarities of individual cases. Table 3 provides a modified example of an approach to address this issue, which was originally developed by the Canadian Patient Safety Group.82

Table 3 Potential health service responses to various incident types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident type</th>
<th>Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Harm from natural progression of condition or disease process e.g. a treatment for cancer was unsuccessful</td>
<td>Discuss and explain with patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Complication or natural disease progression</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Anticipated by patient/family via education and consent process</td>
<td>a. Discuss and explain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Not anticipated by patient/family via education and consent process (go to 3.)</td>
<td>b. Open disclosure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. patient not adequately informed of the possibility of respiratory complications of general anaesthesia; feels that this would have altered their decision to proceed with treatment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Patient harm / harmful incident e.g. wrong-site surgery</td>
<td>Open disclosure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Clinical ('no harm') incident: reaches patient but no 'harm' e.g. wrong medication dose with no effect on patient</td>
<td>Generally disclose. This is because:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• harm may be latent or been perceived by patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• patient may find out about incident through other means, eroding trust in provider / health service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Clinical ('near miss') incident: doesn't reach patient e.g. an intercepted wrong-patient biopsy</td>
<td>Team decision based on:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• potential ramifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Patient perception or report of harm e.g. patient perception of delay in diagnosis resulting in poor patient outcome</td>
<td>Discuss and agree on appropriate form of disclosure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.3 When does open disclosure begin and end?

[Open disclosure needs to be continuous, it is one of frequent and cumulative disclosure rather than just disclosing and then okay now we’ve done that. Senior clinical manager\(^{66(65)}\)]

There is often confusion about when open disclosure begins and ends, and whether meetings constitute formal open disclosure or an informal discussion.\(^{153}\) Patients can be confused about the extent of the open disclosure and its aims. Healthcare professionals can be confused about when and how to conduct open disclosure. However, it may be counterproductive to be too prescriptive about disclosure process boundaries because it is fundamentally an organic process and unlikely to follow a neat and predictable trajectory. The starting point is the clear evidence for patient expectations of open, spontaneous and prompt acknowledgment of an incident. From there, circumstances will dictate the nature and duration of the process.

Depending on the context and the nature of the incident, open disclosure may begin when acknowledging that an incident has (or may have) occurred, or during a discussion to ascertain whether harm has occurred. Alternatively, the initial acknowledgment may only signal the need for a future open disclosure meeting. This is likely to be the case for more serious incidents when preparations and arrangements for the open disclosure meeting are required. Patients and families may also initiate the open disclosure process by reporting that they have been harmed. (The validity of such reports has been evidenced.\(^{39}\))

The literature provides practical advice and ‘things to do’ in initiating open disclosure.\(^{19(42),154,D}\) It consistently supports preparation and planning before disclosure as well as signalling to the patient as soon as possible that an open disclosure dialogue may be necessary, even if all facts have not been established at that point.\(^{11}\)

Open disclosure is becoming understood as an achievement that is accomplished with patients. Any discussions or meetings should include the patient and examine the possibility of harm as early as possible; the revised Standard will need to reflect this possibility. This is supported by evidence of low incident notification rates by providers in the absence of consultation.\(^{129}\)

Evidence supports disclosure as an open and frank exchange of views, perceptions and ideas, not as a didactic information provision exercise. The discussion should involve an explanation, an apology, a plan for the patient, a plan for system improvement and pledges for ongoing support and information on what effects the incident investigation may have on quality improvement.\(^{5,11,22,48,155}\) Depending on the severity of harm, this can occur over the course of several meetings and discussions.

Finalisation should occur when all participants are ready. It should include an undertaking to inform the patient of final system improvement outcomes, and an offer for involvement in the process itself if appropriate.\(^{4,155}\) The health service may decide to cease the process in the event that further disclosure will not provide additional benefit. However, should there be unresolved issues, patients should be provided with options outside of disclosure.

\(^{D}\) See also the Appendix for examples and models of carrying out open disclosure.

3 Openness and timely acknowledgment
Helmchen and colleagues recommend:

- ‘Get there early. As soon as possible after the incident, pledge to injured patients and their relatives that you will assist and accompany them in their recovery as long as necessary.
- Stay late and follow through on your pledge.’

### 3.4 Legal matters

The principles of openness and acknowledgment in open disclosure can conflict with legal constraints.

#### 3.4.1 Qualified privilege

Qualified privilege (QP) protects information generated in an investigation of an incident by a ‘declared committee’ (such as a root cause analysis committee) in order to facilitate free and thorough inquiry and information gathering and to maximise learning from incidents.

In reality, the disclosure process and the activities of quality improvement committees operating under QP are unlikely to intersect formally to any significant degree. None of the Australian QP statutes relate to open disclosure directly. Although there are variations between the jurisdictional QP laws, none impose prohibitions or barriers on disclosure, nor protect content and information conveyed in disclosure processes. There are legal pathways for information generated under QP to be transferred to those whose care the investigation concerns (that is, the harmed patient).

A barrier to release of information for disclosure purposes is likely to include the reluctance of healthcare services to provide information for fear of legal proceedings because of misconceptions about the extent and effect of these laws.

#### 3.4.2 Statutory duty to disclose

Several jurisdictions in the United States have legislated for the professional/ethical obligation to disclose medical error. In Australia to date there is no legislation mandating open disclosure, or indeed any laws designed to influence its practice.

However, in Australia there is the suggestion of an emerging common law action relating to loss resulting from nondisclosure of medical errors. According to Madden and Cockburn, ‘[a]s a breach of duty to disclose medical error can give rise to an independent cause of action, even where the original mistake was not negligent, the patient may recover damages for the additional loss suffered as a result of not being told of the mistake.’

A statutory duty to enact open disclosure following harmful incidents is said to ‘put teeth’ in guidelines and ethical standards, but evidence for its effectiveness in reducing the disclosure ‘gap’ and, more importantly, improving the quality of open disclosure dialogue is not yet available. Legal reform is beyond the scope of a review of the Standard but it may be envisaged as a separate initiative in the future.
3.5 Implications for a revised national Standard

Openness and timely acknowledgment, the first two principles of the Standard, firmly align with what patients express as vital aspects of open disclosure. In keeping with contemporary thinking of its time, the Standard frames the communication process as one-way information dissemination. However, more recent evidence indicates that the process should be two-way and extend beyond ‘provision of ongoing information’.

Recommendation 1.1: The revised Standard should emphasise that the open disclosure process is a two-way exchange of valuable information and an ongoing dialogue that can:

- redress harm and repair damaged relationships
- contribute towards health system improvement.

There is a gap between ‘disclosable’ and ‘disclosed’ events (current evidence suggests that approximately 70 per cent of incidents are undisclosed) and there are gaps between how disclosure is delivered and patient expectations. This is highlighted in the evidence for the key motivations behind medico-legal action. Often these are rooted simply in a desire to receive an explanation and are moderated, to a large extent, by how an event is managed rather than by the event itself.

Recommendation 1.2: The revised Standard should emphasise that early management of an incident, especially the way communication is undertaken with patients, has been found to have a powerful effect on:

- patient perceptions of the incident itself
- levels of patient trust
- medico-legal implications and results
- eventual outcomes and residual harm.

To enable and institutionalise sound disclosure practice, clinicians should be informed and educated about the process, its medico-legal context and the expectations of their patients. Misinformation and uncertainty are cited by health professionals as barriers to open disclosure. There is also a discernible difference between provider and patient views and priorities in open disclosure. Patient views should be considered when determining which incidents to disclose and how disclosure should occur.

Recommendation 1.3: The revised Standard should:

- promote support for open disclosure implementation, particularly healthcare professional education on managing post-incident communication and interaction with patients
- emphasise that all aspects of disclosure are to take place in a fair manner, without bias and in keeping with the ethos of patient-centeredness
- stress the importance of supporting providers throughout the process.

All concerns and complaints should be responded to appropriately and investigated to test what degree and form of communication is necessary. The apprehension that a harmful
incident has occurred should be communicated immediately to the patient even if all the facts are still being gathered. Planning and preparation is vital prior to any meetings.

**Recommendation 1.4:** The revised Standard should:

- stress early intervention and communication
- provide guidance on which part of the post-incident communication spectrum applies in specific situations.

Following an incident, the healthcare team should share information and openly discuss the circumstances and contributing factors. An absence of communication can create professional anxiety and lead to potentially damaging speculation. Respectful communication, or creating a psychologically safe environment, can circumvent this problem, as can an active and appropriate leadership.

**Recommendation 1.5:** The revised Standard should describe an inter-disciplinary, inter-professional and multi-sector approach to disclosure based on the same principles of openness and transparency described in the current Standard.

The current Standard requires providers to ‘take early advice from’ their insurer following an adverse event. This risks suboptimal disclosure by potentially delaying communication with the patient. Insurers need to be involved in incident management, but should also be cognisant of patient and provider needs immediately following harm, and the organisational risk if these expectations are not met.

**Recommendation 1.6:** The revised Standard should:

- explicitly address the tension between immediately providing patients with information and taking preliminary advice from insurers and, where applicable, employers
- recognise insurer and, where applicable, employer roles and responsibilities in overall open disclosure policy development as well as in individual cases.
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Open disclosure: an open discussion with a patient about an incident(s) that resulted in harm to that patient while receiving health care. The elements of open disclosure are an apology/expression of regret, a factual explanation of what happened and the potential consequences, an opportunity for the patient to relate their experience, and an explanation of the steps being taken to manage the event and prevent recurrence.
4 Saying sorry

An apology would go such a long way, it really would, simple apology. We don’t want anything, we never have. An apology. How can you get so caught up with rhetoric and paperwork and policy that we just can’t say to a family we did the wrong thing and we are sorry. Patient’s family member11(Box 2)

Principle 3: Expression of regret

As early as possible, the patient and their support person should receive an expression of regret for any harm that resulted from an adverse event.10

The current Standard’s third principle, expression of regret, has emerged as a key aspect of open disclosure. Recent research identifies the importance in successful disclosure practice of saying sorry in the context of an apology or, when appropriate, an expression of regret. This chapter examines the role of apology or expressions of regret in health care and discusses the latest evidence in the context of the current Standard. The legal aspects of apology are discussed in Section 4.4.

4.1 Role of an apology

Saying sorry, in the context of an apology, has grown in prominence in policy159 and public and political discourse, acquiring socio-cultural currency over the past two decades.160 The functions of apologising primarily involve:

• responding to the harmed person’s need for recognition
• offering the individual or organisation the opportunity to make amends
• laying the foundation for a better relationship between both parties.

Apology is an important and meaningful device in all cultures and societies. In Western countries it is increasingly considered an important aspect of corrective justice, in particular its equalising effect on power asymmetries, and its restoration of dignity that may be lost as a result of a harmful incident (medical or other).102

The role of reimbursement in service recovery is examined in the next chapter. However, apology is also an important part of restitution. It is said to ‘do part of the work’ in terms of ‘reparation for the emotional and moral pain suffered by the victim’.103 This perhaps helps to explain individuals’ diminished propensity to litigate following apology.161–163

In this light, apologies can certainly be viewed as ‘secular remedial rituals’ that are able to ‘reconcile by affirming societal norms and vindicating victims’.164(p113) They play a role not only in individual cases, but also within the broader moral community.164

E It should be recognised that the word ‘sorry’ may convey different meanings and implications in different languages or cultures. In this document the standard English interpretation is used.
4.2 Apology and open disclosure

And it was one of the most dramatic experiences I ever had. As soon as I offered that [statement about taking responsibility for the adverse event] to them, it’s almost like there was a breath of fresh air coming into this room, and you really could see him physically change … His tone changed, his body language changed, and he was saying things like, ‘so where do we go from here?’ So that to me was a very eye opening experience, very. Medical manager\(^6\)\(^{p50}\)

Recent research has identified full and sincere apology (evidenced by saying sorry) as a key aspect of open disclosure. For patients, it is the most valued part of open disclosure and fundamental in the post-incident reconciliation process. Apology has a tangible utility in quality improvement leading to rigorous investigation of the causative factors of an incident. It also has an important ‘non-material dimension — the aspect that makes hearts turn and transforms perceptions, without reduction to any manual or calculation’.\(^{165}(p175)\)

The critical feature of apology in open disclosure appears to be saying sorry sincerely. Lack of humility and disingenuousness are commonly cited as reasons why apologies in open disclosure fail.\(^{166},^{167}\) Sincere apologies are not easy, require considerable ‘emotional labour’ and run counter to some of the tenets of Western medical practice.\(^{168}\) The humbling aspect of saying sorry, and the possible power equalisation and dignity restoration it offers the harmed party, reinforces the corrective justice overtones of apologising. The moral aspect of apology may seem at odds with the objective and rational nature of health care. Nevertheless, it is the moral aspect that requires careful consideration, for it is this that affects and influences the participants following a harmful incident.

4.2.1 Apology and patients

The literature highlights the restorative psycho-physiological effects of apology, especially the words *I am* or *we are sorry*, on patients, and suggests that ‘apology may accrue significance beyond its in situ enactment’.\(^{60}(p272)\)

Links between being harmed and a perpetual state of stress have been established. These manifest physiologically in increased levels of cortisol, ongoing hyper-arousal of the sympathetic nervous system and emotionally as guilt and shame. The state of negative effect is termed ‘unforgiveness’ and can last until closure is achieved.\(^{169}\) These effects are evident in patients who suffered healthcare-associated harm and may result in:

- impairment to physical and mental recovery following adverse events
- reduced trust in healthcare professionals and health care more broadly, with health implications for the affected individuals.

The ‘fight’ response of sympathetic arousal following a perception that one has been wronged can also result in revenge-taking behaviour, manifesting in formal complaints or litigation. This is consistent with research suggesting that patients who are not given an explanation for an incident may be more likely to seek legal action.\(^{169}\)

It has been demonstrated that the cognitive and physiological components of this state can be ameliorated by forgiveness.\(^{170},^{171}\) Allan and McKillop propose parallels with people harmed in health care, suggesting that a full and frank apology, including an explanation of the facts and an admission of responsibility, can facilitate forgiveness, ameliorate deleterious effects and assist in the recovery of those harmed by:
• redressing a power imbalance
• restoring dignity
• achieving closure and stopping the search for an explanation or information
• reducing the impulse for redress by making them feel that they have been treated respectfully and fairly.  

Apology and trust

Apology can restore trust in health care and in relationships with the healthcare team. In fact, some patients and families report increased trust in health services after an adverse event, providing it was handled openly and honestly. According to Duclos, acceptance of responsibility and apology fosters patient and consumer trust in the clinical team and the health service. However, accepting responsibility without apology yields no such benefit and, in fact, produces a more negative judgement of the patient experience. This counterintuitive response has been repeatedly observed. For instance, patients who receive a full apology from their general practitioner following adverse events are more likely to remain with the practitioner.

In a recent Australian case, five of eleven cardiac patients died due to a contaminated drug used during surgery. Following the revelation of the contamination, the health service contacted the families affected, acknowledged the error, apologised and indicated that no further surgery would be undertaken until the source for the contamination was identified. Consequently, two of the patients who survived returned to the same hospital to have repeat procedures with the same surgeons. According to Professor Cliff Hughes, these patients ‘had confidence that the clinicians were on their side and were empathic with them. And, surely, in this day and age we can allow our clinicians to be empathic with the people that, after all, they went to work to help.’

The positive psycho-physiological effects of apology mirror those of compassionate and empathic patient–provider relationships, which are being increasingly recognised, observed and measured. As noted by Riess, ‘[t]his is not simply a moral or philosophical issue; empathy is an important component of clinical competence, without which there can be serious consequences.’

4.2.2 Apology and healthcare providers

I think open disclosure is a therapy. Nurse manager

Everybody that’s been involved with it have felt quite relieved. Support personnel

Healthcare professionals undergo considerable stress following harmful incidents, with some left feeling ‘permanently wounded.’ Current evidence suggests that healthcare professionals want to apologise and seek forgiveness from patients who were harmed while under their care. This may have a similar restorative effect on them as it has on patients. Openly discussing adverse events with patients, families and carers, and as a result enabling and witnessing their closure and forgiveness, can assist healthcare professionals achieve their own closure and ameliorate feelings of shame or guilt.

Gallagher and colleagues studied physician and patient views on disclosure of adverse events using a focus group approach. They found that the emotional needs of healthcare professionals following medical errors were not met despite notions of a ‘blame-free’ culture.
More importantly, following errors clinicians reported instinctively turning ‘to the affected patient for support and, through disclosure, sought forgiveness from the patient’.

4.3 Elements of an apology

Apology is defined in a number of ways. For example, Lazare defines apology as an individual, group or institution acknowledging a grievance or error, and accepting responsibility for it. It is generally accepted in the literature that an apology includes the following elements:

- acknowledgment that harm or grievance has occurred
- expression of sorrow and remorse (at a minimum, the conversation or exchange should contain the words I am or we are sorry)
- explanation of why the harm or grievance has occurred
- commitment to restorative action.

Some authors suggest that the fourth component is implied in the authentic and sincere expression of the apology. However, in the main, the literature places importance on making a commitment to the harmed party that things will be set right in direct relation to the harm when appropriate, and also in terms of addressing the underlying causes of an incident.

An apology may often include an acceptance of responsibility. As noted by Taft and others, ‘without a meaningful and unequivocal expression of wrongdoing, apology cannot be an authentic moral act’ and there is considerable literature indicating that an apology is not regarded as real or complete if it does not include an admission of wrongdoing. This observation holds in health care, even when the causes of a harmful incident are often not attributable to an individual person or act. If indicated by the facts of an incident, healthcare providers and their employers should accept individual or collective responsibility for the harm. This is not an admission of liability, but an important part of the restorative process.

4.3.1 Wording

It is recommended that providers prepare carefully for open disclosure, including planning how an apology or expression of regret is made.

Examples of recommended phrases during an apology:

- ‘I am/we are sorry’.
- Factual statements explaining how the incident occurred. (‘This incident occurred because the wrong label was mistakenly placed on your specimen sample!’)
- Explaining what is being done to ensure it doesn’t happen again. (‘We are currently investigating what exactly caused this breakdown in the process and will inform you of the findings and steps taken to fix it as soon as we know!’)

Examples of phrases to avoid during an apology:

- ‘It’s all my/our/his/her fault. I’m liable’.
- ‘I was/we were negligent’.
- Speculative statements.
4.3.2 Apology versus expression of regret

For the purpose of this report, an apology and expression of regret are defined similarly:

- An expression of regret is an expression of sorrow by an individual, group or institution for a harm or grievance, and should include the words *I am* or *we are sorry*. The current Standard defines an expression of regret as ‘an expression of sorrow for the harm experienced by the patient’.

- An apology goes further. It is an expression of sorrow, sympathy and (where applicable) remorse for a harm or grievance. It should include the words *I am* or *we are sorry*. It may also include an acknowledgment of responsibility, which is not an admission of liability.

While apologising is encouraged and saying sorry should always form part of open disclosure, in some circumstances an expression of regret may be more suitable. These may include harmful incidents where all preventable measures had been taken, or incidents involving complications of medical treatment.

Nevertheless, because of the benefits described in the literature, the words *I am* or *we are sorry* should still be used in these cases. For example, following an adverse drug reaction with no prior knowledge of allergy an apology including remorse and acceptance of responsibility may not be appropriate. However, a provider may say:

‘*I am really sorry you had a reaction to drug X we prescribed you. As we explained when we asked you if you had ever taken it before, unfortunately you are one of the small number of people who react to this medication. We will make sure this allergy is recorded in your medical record and that you are never given this drug in the future. We will write down all its alternative names for you. Please make sure you advise other healthcare providers of this allergy in the future.’

An apology should also be timely and spontaneous. However, as it will often be an ongoing process, the components of an apology can be enacted over a series of conversations as facts and events emerge. As such, the appropriateness of an expression of regret versus an apology may change over time as new information comes to hand during the open disclosure process.

4.3.3 Explanation and speculation

So, it’s all about maintaining people’s confidence and trust and treating them respectfully whilst not saying things that aren’t knowable … and sort of being able to … deal with that.

Staff member14

Apology is arguably the most concerning and anxiety-provoking aspect of open disclosure for providers, insurers and institutions. Aside from legal matters, there are some practical considerations that must be taken into account when apologising to harmed parties. These can be important in terms of the open disclosure principles of openness and timely acknowledgment, and the context of often stressful circumstances in which these conversations take place.

First, the distinction between an apology or expression of regret, and a factual explanation of the incident should be understood by providers and institutions. These two aspects of open disclosure should not be confused, especially as an apology/expression of regret and factual explanation can often occur during the same conversation. As timeliness is the key in acknowledging and apologising for a harmful incident to patients,11,46,48 often all the facts behind the incident will not have been established at the time (aside from the essential fact that harm had occurred). In such circumstances, phrases such as the following may be useful:
‘I/we are sincerely sorry that this has occurred. It is clear that something went wrong and we are investigating it right now. We will give you any information as it comes to hand. An important part of this is getting your version of what happened. We can either go through this now if you like, or we can wait until you are ready to talk about it.’

Second, and related to the above, it is essential that providers avoid making speculative statements during an initial disclosure conversation and apology or expression of regret. While this may be self-evident when discussing open disclosure in the abstract, statements that go too far can easily be made in the ‘heat of the moment’. The following points should be considered when preparing for, and conducting, an apology:

- Speculation on the causes of an incident should not be entered into (even hypothetically).
- Blame must not be apportioned to any individual, group or system.
- Investigation results must not be pre-empted.

One of the principal aims of open disclosure is to restore trust in the provider and the institution. While patients appreciate and need early acknowledgment and apology or expression of regret to achieve this aim, over-promising and making statements that then have to be retracted can undermine it.

The literature suggests that such conversations be practised as part of open disclosure training and that specific wording be considered ahead of the actual dialogue with patients, families and carers. The challenge is to balance this with appropriate sincerity, empathy and a degree of spontaneity. Education, training and the development of sound communication skills is the most prudent approach to achieving this balance. Ability and confidence in this regard provides the necessary flexibility for providers and clinical teams to manage these difficult situations. Chapter 6 discusses actively supporting professionals in more detail.

4.4 Legal aspects of apology

Section 2.4.3 briefly outlined several legal aspects of open disclosure, including apology. However, this topic warrants further discussion owing to its sensitivity and its considerable complexity, and the fact that it interacts across three domains: civil, legal and professional. These interactions concern providers as does the possibility that the contents of an apology may be used in disciplinary processes.

The various jurisdictional apology laws were not framed in the context of open disclosure and, on balance, neither protect nor hinder its practice. Case law does not indicate significant risk from providing a full apology. Indeed, evidence exists for apology having a neutralising effect on harmed patients seeking redress through the courts (and its absence as one of several key motivators for legal action).

However, misunderstanding among providers and insurers may be a significant barrier to full apology in open disclosure. A survey of approximately fifty Australian healthcare professionals suggests widespread hesitancy and misunderstanding about the effect of apology law on open disclosure. Respondents considered medico-legal risks (including apology) as moderate to major barriers to open disclosure but also cited inadequate training and education as key factors. As such, concerns about apology and civil law liability may be founded in perception rather than reality.
Apology laws share common features across jurisdictions but variations exist that affect the scope and strength of these laws. Five Australian apology statutes (Western Australia, Victoria, Northern Territory, Tasmania, South Australia) expressly exclude statements containing acknowledgment of fault or liability in the definition of the apology, although the wording of these acts can be interpreted in various ways.\textsuperscript{194,\textsuperscript{F}} It is presumed that the rationale for stipulating an ‘expression of regret’ rather than an apology in the Standard was based on the least protective statutes. While the legislative situation remains unaltered, the evidence supporting use of sincere apology or expression of regret (including the words I am or we are sorry) in open disclosure has grown, as has case law supporting its use in other contexts. There is also variation in the types of legal proceedings to which these laws apply.\textsuperscript{99} These variations are summarised in Table 4.

An additional consideration is that apology or expression of regret forms just one component of comprehensive open disclosure dialogue. In practice, this means that apology laws protect only selected parts of a conversation or statement from legal proceedings, while other parts remain exposed. For instance, a factual explanation of an incident may be given immediately after an apology. At which point in the conversation does the protection given to the apology cease? Legally, this may be difficult to interpret especially for providers who are unlikely to have a detailed knowledge of how the laws apply to the enactment of disclosure conversations.

Table 4  Key jurisdictional variations in Australian apology law (adapted from Studdert and Richardson 2010\textsuperscript{99})

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State / territory</th>
<th>Statute</th>
<th>The definition of apology expressly includes any admission of fault or liability</th>
<th>Apology IS an admission of fault or liability by the person making it</th>
<th>The apology IS relevant to a determination of fault or liability</th>
<th>Evidence of apology admissible in civil proceedings as evidence of fault or liability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>Civil Liability Act 2002</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ s69(1)(a)</td>
<td>✓ s69(1)(b)</td>
<td>✓ s69(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vic</td>
<td>Wrongs Act 1958</td>
<td>× s141</td>
<td>✓ s14J(1)(a),(b)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qld</td>
<td>Civil Liability Act 2003</td>
<td>✓ s72C</td>
<td>× s72D(1)(a)</td>
<td>✓ s2D(1)(b)</td>
<td>✓ s2D(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>Civil Liability Act 1936</td>
<td>✓ s75</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Civil Liability Act 2002</td>
<td>× s5AF</td>
<td>× s5AH(1)(a)</td>
<td>× s5AH(1)(b)</td>
<td>× s5AH(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tas</td>
<td>Civil Liability Act 2002</td>
<td>× s7(3)</td>
<td>× s7(1)(a)</td>
<td>× s7(1)(b)</td>
<td>× s7(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>Personal Injuries (Liabilities and Damages) Act 2003</td>
<td>× s12(b)</td>
<td>✓ s7(1)(a)</td>
<td>✓ s13</td>
<td>✓ s13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT</td>
<td>Civil Law (Wrongs) Act 2002</td>
<td>✓ s14(1)(a)</td>
<td>× s14(1)(b)</td>
<td>× s14(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

s = section

\textsuperscript{F} South Australian apology law implies this restriction.
4.4.1 Apology, admission of fault and case law

No matter how many times doctors, hospital administrators, attorneys and malpractice insurers are told so, they still have a hard time believing that there has yet to be a case in which an apology was used as evidence and made a difference in the outcome.195

Laws protecting apology have been enacted in a variety of countries and jurisdictions over the past decade or more.103 The laws vary in detail, definition and the level of protection but commonly enable the natural ‘humane response’ of apologising by dissociating apology from liability.

There is limited case law on apology in health care. Broadly, apology laws disallow apology as evidence of fault or liability in civil actions. While this is useful in a healthcare context, there is little evidence that apology is regarded as an admission that generates liability. Case law in Australia and overseas indicates that courts do not find expressions of regret, apologies or admissions of duty of care failures as evidence of liability.

In the absence of common law examples of apology in health care, the leading Australian apology case which provides guidance is Dovuro Pty Ltd v. Wilkins (2003) HCA51; CLR 317; 201 ALR 139; 77 ALJR 1706.196 The Dovuro company imported canola seeds from New Zealand, which were advertised as ‘99%’ pure. The one per cent impurities prompted the West Australian Government to take protective regulatory action, which resulted in financial losses to farmers such as Wilkins. The argument was that Dovuro should have foreseen regulatory changes.

Dovuro decided to issue two statements of apology, including ‘we apologise to canola growers and to industry personnel. This situation should not have occurred…’ and a letter from its Chief Executive which included the following:

I’d like to stress at this stage that this does not excuse Dovuro in failing in its duty of care to inform growers of the presence of these weed seeds. We got it wrong in this case, and new varieties will not be brought in on the market again in this manner. Dovuro will not be producing seeds in New Zealand again. The company will continue in bulking up its varieties (as it does every year) in Western Australia.196

Dovuro’s statements go beyond full apology and would not be protected under apology law in any jurisdiction. However, the High Court upheld Dovuro’s appeal agreeing that admissions of negligence were of little value to a court in judging the actual actions in question and that, in this case, admission as part of an apology provided no basis for negligence.196

4.4.2 Reasons for inadmissibility of full apology

A key aspect of the Dovuro case, as noted by Vines, is that the ‘determination [of fault] is for the court, not for the parties to make’.102(p495–496) In other words, an admission of fault (whether contained within an apology or not) is, in the eyes of the law, merely the defendant’s opinion. Whether this opinion is correct must be established by the facts, not by what is said. Apology is viewed by the law as a humane act and a civil norm.

Generally, the law does not accept these opinions as determinative of legal outcomes.101 Lay people, including healthcare professionals, will not have the knowledge to judge whether their behaviour has met all the requirements for liability. More importantly, they will not
necessarily word an apology correctly, often in circumstances involving considerable stress and pressure. In criminal law, a voluntary confession does not automatically create guilt.

Another important part of apology is the need to realise that this act, as a ‘self-critical’ stance, is actually a natural, human response to harming another person (even if the harm was inadvertent and blameless). Williams calls the reaction ‘agent regret’, noting that it is natural to feel this even in the clear absence of personal culpability and that for somebody to fail to exhibit this would be seen as abnormal. Some argue that a full apology is evidence of a personal standard of conduct and not objective proof of negligence. For Helmreich, these are ‘humane impulses’, made in the moment, rather than admissions of liability: ‘one can appropriately feel guilty, or take a morally self-critical view of one’s past behaviour, without finding oneself guilty.’ He goes on to note that it is precisely this self-critical aspect of apology that makes it valuable. Absence of humility, and of a degree of self-criticism, may undermine an apology following harm, and specifically its capacity to redress a power asymmetry.

These propositions may be particularly applicable to health care. First, rarely is a harmful incident the fault of one individual or practitioner. Second, providers are deeply invested in not harming their patients, to a greater extent than ordinary people are invested in not harming their fellow citizens.

The risks and fears of full apology may therefore be overestimated, especially when viewed through the lens of openness and transparency. Smith argues that ‘except in NSW and ACT, saying “I’m sorry I did this to you” can still be pleaded as an admission of liability. But if the facts ultimately showed no liability, the facts would dominate.’ In a paper on the legal situation regarding open disclosure in Western Australia (whose Civil Liability Act 2002 arguably affords the narrowest parameters for apology), Allan makes the following observation:

> American, Australian and Canadian courts have therefore in the past indicated that they do not consider apologies, even those that incorporate admissions of liability, as compelling when deciding whether defendants are in fact liable. This is confirmed by an Australian lawyer with vast experience in the medical malpractice area who stated that he has […] not actually encountered a case where, in court, a decision on liability turned in any significant way on an apology or even on words which stated or implied an admission after the event.  

4.4.3 Apology law outside of Australia

… contemporary empirical research has […] generally found that apologies influence claimants’ perceptions, judgments, and decisions in ways that are likely to make settlements more likely — for example, altering perceptions of the dispute and the disputants, decreasing negative emotion, improving expectations about the future conduct and relationship of the parties, changing negotiation aspirations and fairness judgments, and increasing willingness to accept an offer of settlement.

Medical apology laws, intended to overcome provider concerns of saying sorry for errors, have been enacted in at least thirty-six of the United States. There is evidence in health care and other settings of apology exerting a neutralising effect on medico-legal claims, and enhancing acceptance of out-of-court settlement.
Canadian apology statutes are arguably the strongest in protecting apologies. In addition to preventing express and implied admission of fault, the British Columbia statute states that an apology does not void or impair any insurance coverage. In countries with ‘no fault’ or ‘no blame’ compensation schemes (New Zealand and the Scandinavian nations) the need to protect or privilege apology following harmful healthcare incidents is, to a significant extent, eliminated.

4.4.4 The role of legal professionals and insurers

Perspectives on apology differ between the legal profession and patients. Robbenolt’s research indicates that ‘attorneys react differently to apologies than do claimants’. On one hand, ‘apologies tend to lower claimants’ aspirations and estimates of a case’s fair settlement value’ whereas ‘apologies pushed attorneys’ aspirations and estimates of fair settlement values in a different direction’. While this research took place in the United States, it is prudent to consider these observations.

It is important to engage the legal and insurance professions in open disclosure, particularly at policy levels and in educating providers on the legal aspects of disclosure. Insurers in particular have a strong influence on clinician behaviour directly and through influence over the regulatory environment. Some insurers have instituted programs that engage their physician clients through open disclosure and practice (see Appendix). Apology is a domain of open disclosure that creates the most anxiety (but generates the greatest dividend) for its participants, and potential tension among stakeholders.

The uncertainty about the intersection of apology laws and open disclosure would, to a large extent, be resolved through nationally consistent apology legislation that aligns with provisions contained within the respective laws of NSW, ACT and Queensland. Until this occurs, indemnity insurance contracts, while not explicitly prohibiting apology, will continue to place limitations on what can be said during the conversation.

4.5 Implications for a revised national Standard

For patients, saying sorry is the most important aspect of disclosure. Saying sorry as part of an apology or expression of regret, when it is delivered in an empathic, honest and sincere manner, can produce many positive results for all participants. On the other hand, guarded and ‘managerial’ language can escalate feelings that might not otherwise have been provoked.

The current Standard stipulates an expression of regret but stops short of requiring the words I am or we are sorry as part of the expression or in the context of a full apology. Evidence and research suggests that a revised Standard will need to specify that open disclosure should include saying sorry and in the context of a full and sincere apology when appropriate. However, beyond that it will be difficult to prescribe what an apology or expression of regret should entail and how it is to be phrased. It will depend on, and be shaped by, a variety of factors.
Recommendation 2.1: The revised Standard should change the name of Principle 3 to *Saying sorry*.

Recommendation 2.2: The revised Standard should:

- specify the need for saying sorry within either an apology or an expression of regret in open disclosure as appropriate
- outline how saying sorry (as part of an apology or expression of regret) is beneficial for patients and providers
- describe the basic principles and components of an apology or expression of regret (including the words *I am* or *we are sorry*) in the context of patient harm, but not be too prescriptive due to
  - the complexity and uniqueness of individual incidents and consequent disclosure process
  - variations in legislative context between jurisdictions
- stress that the need for an expression of regret versus an apology may change over time as new information comes to hand during the open disclosure process.

There is misunderstanding and a lack of clarity about the legal aspects of apology and how this influences communication during the open disclosure process.

Recommendation 2.3: The revised Standard should:

- state explicitly that an apology or expression of regret may interact with jurisdictional law
- highlight the importance of avoiding speculative statements during the initial disclosure and delivery of an apology or expression of regret (illustrating with examples based on jurisdictional laws)
- recommend professional development and training aimed specifically at building understanding, knowledge and skills to approach apologising or expressing regret confidently during open disclosure.

Balancing consumer preference and expectation with protection of healthcare professionals and institutions is important. This will need to be addressed during the Standard review consultation process.
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Meeting the needs and expectations of patients

Open disclosure: an open discussion with a patient about an incident(s) that resulted in harm to that patient while receiving health care. The elements of open disclosure are an apology/expression of regret, a factual explanation of what happened and the potential consequences, an opportunity for the patient to relate their experience, and an explanation of the steps being taken to manage the event and prevent recurrence.
5 Meeting the needs and expectations of patients

There is a difference between complication of treatment and stuff-ups of treatment. We have to be open about complications and stuff-ups. Senior clinician

Principle 4: Recognition of the reasonable expectations of patients and their support person

The patient and their support person may reasonably expect to be fully informed of the facts surrounding an adverse event and its consequence, treated with empathy, respect and consideration and provided with support in a manner appropriate for their needs.

This principle refers to the expectations of patients, families and carers in relation to post-incident management. This chapter examines the needs and expectations of patients in relation to:

- actions and communication following harmful incidents
- the broader healthcare process, which can strongly influence the patient experience, affecting how harmful incidents are recognised and managed.

Current evidence suggests that the quality of incident management, including how openly and responsively providers communicate with patients, considerably influences how the open disclosure process is viewed by the patient. Moreover, the extra-clinical attributes of care (including respect, communication, empathy, and maintenance of dignity) are universally valued by patients. Patient expectations of the healthcare process are emerging as an important health policy driver and key aspect of open disclosure, particularly regarding what patients may interpret as ‘harm’.

Harm is not restricted to the physical dimension and can be psychological and social. Harm may result from an unexpected outcome, such as side effects and complications, as well as from the extra-clinical dimensions of care. The current Standard requires that the ‘patient’s view should trigger the open disclosure process, regardless of whether an initial assessment suggests a recognised complication, or clinical or system error’. However, as previously discussed, there is misalignment between provider and patient views of what constitutes harm. Health care is perhaps lagging behind other services and institutions in accepting and harnessing consumer preferences as a key driver of quality and service delivery standards.

5.1 Citizen-centred policy, patient-centred care

Open disclosure cuts across academic boundaries and disciplines. In the context of a comprehensive review of the Standard it is useful to briefly outline the development of contemporary understanding of health policy within which public institutions operate.

The trend of the informed consumer is emerging in health care. Sir Bruce Keogh, British National Health Service medical director, recently said that ‘[p]eople are now their own bankers, their own travel agents and their own checkout cashiers. They expect to have
Meeting the needs and expectations of patients

The growing focus on transparency and accountability in public institutions manifests as patient involvement in health care. In 2011, the Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care (the Commission) released a discussion paper providing a broad overview of how a patient-centred approach can improve healthcare delivery. It is recognised that patients and their families and carers have at their disposal clinical information that often can be critical to clinical decision-making and quality improvement more broadly. The informed and engaged patient also has a significantly reduced risk of suffering healthcare-associated harm.

At the clinical interface, providers are increasingly urged to treat people as opposed to diseases. At the system level, policy makers are recognising that the most important stakeholders of healthcare systems are patients and the public. Locally and internationally there is a shift towards increased transparency and accountability in health care. As such, current reforms in Australia include the establishment of the MyHospitals website, where the public can compare hospitals based on a range of quality domains. Since October 2011, hospitals with high rates of Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia have been identified on the website. Healthscope, Australia’s second largest private healthcare provider, recently commenced publishing quality and performance measures, including healthcare-associated infection and readmission rates.

5.2 Patient needs and expectations

The expectations of a patient about all aspects of care are generated far in advance of admission. They are shaped in a range of ways (the media, word of mouth and previous experience). Healthcare providers have a responsibility to ascertain, clarify and manage these expectations through the provision of clear communication with patients, families and carers from the start of the episode of care or the beginning of the patient–provider relationship.

Provider perceptions of what patients expect from health care are not always complete and can be inaccurate. It has been observed for some time that in addition to medical outcomes, the non-technical, extra-clinical aspects of health care, such as respect, dignity, communication and empathy (also referred to as ‘service quality’) are valued by patients. The extra-clinical aspects of care are also not only valued by patients but can enhance clinical outcomes and healthcare quality. Interaction has been observed between patient engagement, subjective quality appraisal, extra-clinical aspects of care and clinical outcomes. Moreover, a satisfied patient is more likely to be engaged in their care and, as mentioned above, there is growing evidence that engaging patients lowers the risk of harm.

Supporting the patient valuation of non-technical aspects of care, only a minority of patients believe that the concept of ‘error-free medicine’ should be a primary focus for health services and educational institutions.

There is evidence suggesting that there are deficiencies in preparing patients for the effects of some medical interventions and addressing expectations. Little and colleagues compared interviews with bone-marrow transplant recipients and their carers before, and during, the course of treatment. Participants were highly satisfied with the information provided prior to treatment but retrospectively all gave overwhelmingly negative appraisals. While the healthcare team provided excellent physical care, participants suggested there was
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insufficient communication and information provision as well as support for coping with the various side effects of the transplant process. A skilled practitioner will, through effective communication, minimise the information asymmetry that exists between practitioner and the patient. However, this epistemic distance will never be completely bridged and misunderstandings may still occur.

The expectations of patients and providers in relation to open disclosure can also be quite distinct. Events, actions and communication following harmful incidents reflect the differences. The challenge for policy makers, management, practitioners and support staff is to align their knowledge, practice and skills with the expectations of patients. However, this does not necessarily mean a wholesale reorganisation of practice. As the example in the paragraph above illustrates, and as discussed in the remainder of this chapter, the divergence can often be due to deficient communication creating improbable patient expectations. Sound communication from the beginning of an episode of care or the patient–provider relationship can help bridge this gap and ease the management of a harmful incident.

5.2.1 Defining harm

The consequence of the outcome was small. The significance for the patients or relatives or something may have been higher than that. So we've done those and we've certainly done an Open Disclosure on a [low harm incident]. Support personnel

Harm can be physical, but it can also cross into social and psychological domains. It can be caused by a variety of factors directly related to an error or system failure, an unintentional use of a wrong plan, or a failure to carry out a planned action as intended. A study of patient perspectives on adverse events in primary care reports that breakdowns in relationships with clinicians were more prominently cited as errors than ‘technical errors in diagnosis and treatment’. Patients highly value clinicians’ communication skills and wish to understand the underlying thoughts and actions of those involved in a harmful incident, in addition to its technical (or ‘system’) aspects. On the other hand, providers tend to focus on biomedical outcomes when identifying harm in preference to the aspects of care valued by their patients.

Patients feel aggrieved when they are not adequately informed of, and prepared for, all aspects of care and for manifested risks that were not discussed prior to treatment. Even if they are a recognised possibility, unexpected or unanticipated outcomes of an intervention, by their very nature, can distress patients and constitute harm. Equally, patients who feel that their dignity was not respected will seek an explanation and an apology. Research demonstrates that disrespectful and inconsiderate remarks are not only unhelpful but harmful. Psychological and emotional harm can be longer lasting and more difficult to reverse than physical harm, and may be especially relevant in paediatric settings. This type of harm is, however, largely preventable through good communication and an empathic approach to care.

It follows that harm can be understood to include:

• misunderstandings, or unrealised expectations, connected to unforeseen side effects and complications of care
• deficiencies in the extra-clinical aspects of care.
Research indicates that the criteria for determining harm should be the patient’s experience.\textsuperscript{225} The King Edward Memorial Hospital inquiry recommended that staff work collaboratively with patients in a way that does not diminish patients’ subjective experiences.\textsuperscript{27} Providers can be expected to explain perceived harm in such situations,\textsuperscript{11, 13, 46, 226} and are increasingly asked to do so. The Joint Commission’s accreditation manual requires practitioners to ‘clearly explain the outcome of any treatment or procedure to the patient and, when appropriate, the family, whenever those outcomes differ significantly from the anticipated outcomes’.\textsuperscript{227} The Health Quality Council of Alberta stipulates that enacting open disclosure and ‘[t]he nature of the apology will depend on whether there was a deviation from the expected standard of care.’\textsuperscript{228(p10)}

Table 3 describes some potential responses to various types of harm (see Section 3.3.2).

**The value of the patient experience**

But there are some [adverse events] where we’ve done one Open Disclosure where, in fact, it didn’t meet the criteria as an incident. Now that seems really odd. But it became evident over the progression of time that perhaps we should have called it an incident. Perhaps there were elements that started to come from the family that we weren’t quite aware of and then we said in the first meeting, ‘Okay, we need to go back and do some analysis on this and see what we can improve and we’ll come back and see you again’. So you sort of have to be guided by the family’s needs.

Defining what constitutes reasonable patient expectations is important given the sensitivity of open disclosure. Integrating patient perspectives into defining harm and expected standards is critical.

Aside from the growing empirical support for this approach, a patient-centred healthcare service should value the patient experience in its own right,\textsuperscript{206} and thus allow that perspective into deciding what constitutes harm. If this is accepted as a logical position, any perceived deficiency in reasonable patient expectations should be acknowledged and explained, and an apology given.

Formal guidance on what constitutes ‘reasonable’ expectations is readily available via publications such as the *Australian Charter of Healthcare Rights* (endorsed by Australian health ministers in 2008) and material from institutions such as the World Health Organization ‘Patients for Patient Safety’ movement.\textsuperscript{229, 230}

**Complaints: an underutilised tool**

The definition and interpretation of harm plays a key role in incident detection, and the role of complaints in clinical incident detection and quality improvement is increasingly emphasised.\textsuperscript{21} Complaints are seen as mechanisms for detecting harmful incidents and their causes,\textsuperscript{39} and a source of information that can be harnessed for quality and service improvement. In conjunction with involving patients as decision-makers in their care, there is growing consensus that:

- complaint processes should be linked to clinical incident detection and notification systems to ensure the open disclosure needs of consumers are met\textsuperscript{113}
- complaints can capture quality and patient safety lapses missed by other incident reporting and notification mechanisms.\textsuperscript{130, 231}
5.2.2 Consent and open disclosure

In the majority of cases, consent is the first step in the episode of care that providers and patients address together. It involves the provision of information on the risks, benefits, side effects and possible outcomes of an intervention, enabling a patient to make the most informed choice possible before consenting to the procedure.

Consent is outside the scope of the current Standard. Yet it is a critical component of clinical communication in modern medicine and its array of highly complex procedures and interventions, and it is emerging as a key aspect of open disclosure. In fact the two contain some similarities in that they:

- involve trust between patient and provider
- are contingent on communication
- are morally and legally supported
- involve elements of free, informed choice.

The value and effectiveness of current consent processes has been questioned, as has the very notion of ‘informed’ consent, as illustrated in the study by Little and colleagues. Gogos and colleagues recently analysed seven years of Victorian claims data, and found that perceived problems with informed consent feature prominently in negligence claims and conciliated complaints. Most occurred in the surgical setting, particularly around comprehensive explanation of risks, undisclosed complications and failures to discuss alternative treatment options. Allegations included ‘situations in which patients felt rushed, pressured to proceed, or regarded the language used as incomprehensible.’ Situations such as these, which appear to occur quite often, can lead to patients, families and carers feeling aggrieved at unanticipated (yet clinically possible) outcomes.

It is clear that the consent process has significance in the context of the Standard, particularly in:

- contributing to the foundation of the patient–provider relationship
- meeting needs and expectations
- deciding whether an incident warrants disclosure.

While the technical and legal aspects of consent fall outside of the scope of a revised Standard, its effect on patient perceptions of health care and, ultimately, judgements of whether harm has occurred are beyond question.

**Legal nomination of support person**

Following a harmful incident the patient can often be incapacitated, leading to confusion over which support person is authorised to make decisions on the patient’s behalf, or to whom information can be released. The consent process can be critical in formally nominating a support person in case of a harmful incident, with regard to release of information and participation in post-incident management. It can also be the first point in the episode of care when risk can be discussed along with the role of open disclosure in relation to harmful incidents.
5.3 Actions following a harmful incident

I can look back and I’m proud that has changed. That wasn’t good enough but now they’ve listened and you’ve got to think of how incredibly important it is to that family unit that that person has been given an opportunity to engage in that. Mother^{13(p7)}

There are two essential elements central to patient coping and reconciliation, and to service recovery following a harmful incident. One is understanding providers’ intentions, decisions, statements and actions. The other is that the providers and the system learn from an incident (and as illustrated in the quote above). Patients want to understand the specific intentions and decision-making of providers during the clinical process,^{11,13} and open disclosure should be viewed as the correct mechanism to achieve this. Understanding the clinical intervention and consequences is only part of the picture for the patient and their family or carer(s), especially if the incident was fatal.

What also matters for patients are the perceptions formed during open disclosure. Even if providers say all that is necessary, the patient may not understand, or may misinterpret the information if the non-verbal aspect of the communication is not congruent with or supportive of the message delivered. Patients strongly indicate the need to educate clinicians in effective communication skills, including showing consideration, empathy and active listening.^{92}

5.3.1 Out-of-pocket expenses

Patients appreciate sincerity and are wary of ‘being managed’. Open disclosure should be accompanied by a pledge to patients for support in coping with the effects of harm, as well as steps taken to prevent recurrence. The literature advocates prompt initiation of service recovery and an offer of reimbursement for out-of-pocket expenses as a direct result of the harmful incident (for example meals, transport and child care).^{4,22,48,155} This sends a strong signal of sincerity to the patient. According to Boothman, as cited by Conway and colleagues, ‘not every patient wants compensation and not all compensation is financial, but the inability or unwillingness to offer it signals insincerity and suggests that apologies are really affectations or strategies, not an integrated step borne out of a commitment to honesty’.^{4(p22)}

Successful open disclosure resolutions described in the literature are most often combined with a prompt and fair offer of reimbursement and of service recovery for patients.^{74,155,187,235,236} Reimbursement can be made on an ex gratia basis which, by definition, does not recognise any liability or legal obligation. It is suggested that health services consider having protocols in place to manage this aspect of patient expectations consistent with local policies.

5.4 Implications for a revised national Standard

Current literature demonstrates strong and consistent patient expectations with regard to open disclosure and health care more broadly. The current Standard recognises patient expectations. The evidence suggests that patient experience and expectations should significantly inform health service and provider actions following harmful incidents.
Recommendation 3.1: The revised Standard should:
• recommend that patient perception of harm be considered when deciding whether open disclosure is necessary
• recommend a holistic approach to the assessment of harm and impact on a patient using the patient’s experience of their care as well as biomedical factors.

The expectations of patients span a broad spectrum of qualities, and their perceptions are amenable and malleable through proficient clinical communication. The current Standard indicates that disclosure can be triggered by patient complaints sparked by a variety of factors, including unmet expectations of the treatment or care.

Recommendation 3.2: The revised Standard should recognise that:
• the needs and preferences of patients should be a principal driver of open disclosure policy and procedure
• patient and provider views and expectations may differ on what should be disclosed and how
• there is a need for modulated communication and a nuanced way in which information is exchanged.

Recommendation 3.3: The revised Standard should:
• recommend that the need for disclosure be triggered by a range of mechanisms including patient reports of their experience, and formal and informal complaints
• promote the involvement of patients, families and carers in incident investigation and quality improvement
• highlight the importance and effect of the consent process on incident management and on open disclosure.

Research has established a considerable disclosure gap in Australia and overseas, particularly with regard to a reluctance of providers to acknowledge patient views on whether harm has occurred.19(p40)

Recommendation 3.4: The revised Standard should be supported by materials and resources to assist implementation, and address the gaps in the current Standard with regard to management of expectation throughout the entire episode of care.
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Supporting healthcare professionals
6 Supporting healthcare professionals

To start with when it first occurred they both wanted to resign and leave and never nurse again, and they’re now still working so I think it certainly helped them as well […] the error occurred because of a practice that was happening in that it wasn’t a standard that we would have accepted and they’ve actually been the change agents in changing that practice in that facility. So they not only benefited from it, they learned from it and they’re now teaching others. Support personnel[98][117]

Principle 5: Staff support

Healthcare organisations should create an environment in which all staff are able and encouraged to recognise and report adverse events and are supported through the open disclosure process.10

Healthcare professionals are profoundly affected by being involved in harmful incidents, and are sometimes referred to as the ‘second victim’.117 As such, these clinicians require support to:

• report clinical incidents
• prepare for, and engage in, open disclosure with confidence and security
• manage the personal effect of open disclosure processes and the aftermath of adverse events.

There is confusion about what clinicians consider to be appropriate action and dialogue following patient harm. They feel uneasy and under-skilled to participate confidently in open disclosure, which is ‘seen to harbour uncertainties, including what should trigger a formal response, the unknown impact on individuals’ and the organisation’s reputation, unclear legal and insurance implications, and unreliable support by colleagues for those carrying out open disclosure’.98(p151) Iedema and colleagues describe the difficult position health professionals find themselves in following an incident thus:

\[\text{Clinicians find themselves wedged precariously in between the limits dictated by their lawyers, the prescriptions of their insurance contracts, the policies put out by health departments and healthcare organisations, colleagues’ disapproval of disclosure, and patients’ and family members’ anger, guilt, and despair.}\]

There is confusion, lack of knowledge and uncertainty about the medico-legal aspects of open disclosure. Indeed, Studdert and colleagues’ survey of Australian healthcare professionals found that these issues are cited as major to moderate barriers to enacting open disclosure. However, it is possible that ‘what really chills their [clinicians’] interest is a complicated mix of factors, including reputational concerns and fundamental human instincts to avoid conflict’.100(p354)

Healthcare professionals who are involved in adverse events require assistance and support to cope with the emotional effects of their experience. The support should include
participation in the open disclosure process and, where possible, an opportunity to apologise to patients if appropriate. More broadly, what is required is an institutional climate where openness and responsiveness are supported. A psychologically safe environment is a prerequisite for good incident reporting, management and disclosure. In modern medicine, harmful incidents are statistically inevitable during the course of a clinical career. Practitioners require support to accept adverse events as a reality, to report and investigate them openly, and to confidently navigate the consequences.

Effective support for open disclosure spans all dimensions of a healthcare organisation’s functioning. The open disclosure process works best for healthcare staff when:

- it is planned, conducted and closely supported and monitored by staff who have been trained and are experienced in carrying out open disclosure
- it is coordinated and supported by staff with specialised administrative and managerial appointments (e.g. patient safety officer, clinical governance director or equivalents)
- senior clinical (particularly senior medical) staff participate
- it is conducted in circumstances where clinicians involved in the adverse event have already established a good relationship and understanding with the patient (and family)
- it is a sub-component of an established clinical governance system
- it encompasses careful pre-planning, responsive disclosure, adequate follow-up and internal as well as independent counselling support
- it is structured to include consideration of paying for patient and/or family member out-of-pocket expenses.

6.1 Support following an incident

You’re opening all sorts of emotional cans of worms, and I think that if it’s not done carefully and sensitively by people who have a bit of an idea of what they’re doing, you can do quite a lot of damage emotionally to the clinicians involved and family members. You’re dealing with some pretty raw emotions and you can do a lot of damage if you don’t know what you’re doing. Certainly you get your buttons pushed, [and] you’re going to push them right back.

Medical manager

The importance of providing care to healthcare professionals following adverse events and during open disclosure processes is evidenced in the literature. Numerous studies detail powerful emotions experienced by healthcare professionals following adverse events. These responses can diminish quality of life, and can manifest as sleeplessness, depression and anxiety. Apart from the personal effect, clinicians face burnout, an increased likelihood of leaving the profession, impairment of clinical decision-making that may endanger patients, and a predisposition to practise potentially inefficient or ineffective ‘defensive medicine’. All of these can, of course, adversely affect the efficiency and the quality of care.

While the current Standard addresses these matters, in practice there is inconsistent institutional support for clinicians to ‘do the right thing’ following harmful incidents. In terms of enabling systematic implementation of open disclosure, the focus must be firmly on system enablers.
6.1.1 Institutional concerns

*I'm floored by the fact that these [clinicians] deal with these [incidents] every day and yet behave this way. I cannot get my head around that. I believe that patient care is all about people, regardless of their journey.* Daughter of a patient who died

Healthcare professionals report a lack of knowledge, clarity and guidance around which events should be disclosed. Studies repeatedly describe situations where disclosure is withheld for reasons including:90, 122, 124

- clinicians feeling that the event was trivial
- patients being unaware that an event occurred
- clinicians believing that the patient would not understand the explanation
- clinicians deciding that the patient would not want to know.

There is also evidence of a lack of confidence and knowledge about how to approach this difficult and uncomfortable subject. Healthcare professionals should be equipped to make appropriate decisions in difficult situations, and this must include open and honest collaboration with their colleagues. The teamwork championed by the professions within their own professional groups should be applied across the whole healthcare team.59

These limitations do not indicate that clinicians are immoral or do not have their patients’ best interests at heart, and it should again be stressed that open disclosure is supported almost universally among individual healthcare professionals as the right thing to do.12, 45, 46, 98, 119–127 The lack of guidance and knowledge among staff is more likely to be the result of insufficient support, or the culture within the organisation where they work or were trained. It highlights cultural problems both at the organisational and professional practice level.

Section 5 of the current Standard lists the responsibilities of organisations to support their staff. However, research indicates that harmful incidents are more often not disclosed than disclosed to patients. When open disclosure does take place, it most often fails to meet the expectations of patients.11, 21, 22, 46, 48, 50 A range of institutional and cultural barriers to disclosure uptake are said to exist.12, 122, 225, 241,20(p16–19) The current Standard acknowledges this by advocating for a ‘safety culture’ as a platform upon which open disclosure practice can be built. While there are examples of successful safety cultures, there is little evidence suggesting that safety cultures generally, and open disclosure specifically, have been systematically embedded throughout Australian health care. A similar situation is described in other countries.55, 67, 241–246

6.1.2 Healthcare culture and open disclosure

Culture can be defined as a reflection of values, norms and unwritten code of conduct within an organisation. Values are principles or qualities that are inherently desirable.247 In this regard, the aspirations of the current Standard align with current thinking and evidence around safety and quality in health care. The Standard encourages the development of an environment that is conducive to openness and transparency. However, there are widely held concerns that while individual practitioners support open disclosure, the broader culture within healthcare organisations and professions is not conducive to meeting patient expectations in this regard.21, 220, 244, 246, 248, 249
Walshe and Shortell believe that the most important barrier to open disclosure is ‘the endemic culture of secrecy and protectionism in healthcare facilities in every country’\(^{220}\)(p107). These authors, and others, postulate that administrators often operate defensively to protect the institution rather than its patients. There is also the real or perceived need to cover up to ensure career advancement and preservation of authority.\(^{220, 250, 251}\)

Garbutt and colleagues describe ‘a deeply-rooted culture that expects error-free practice, emphasises individual accountability, and tends to blame the individual when he or she fails to perform perfectly’\(^{124}\)(p183). The authors suggest that re-framing errors as ‘opportunities’ is crucial to the design of better systems of care. The ‘culture of infallibility’ and the ‘perfectibility’ model where healthcare professionals are socialised from the beginning of their education to strive for error-free practice has been criticised for some time and continues to draw attention in the literature.\(^{31, 133, 252, 253}\) This model sets professionals up to fail precisely by attempting to set them up never to fail\(^{254}\) and risks producing ‘hardened’ providers who are out of tune with their patients’ needs and expectations.

**Detachment**

There is a tendency to emotional detachment, neutrality and affective distance in providers and not to the softer aspects of care which are valued by patients. Hafferty describes this detachment as ‘socialised amnesia’.\(^{255}\) Kronman and colleagues recently found links between organisational culture and open disclosure (and apology) by junior physicians.\(^{44}\) Conducting focus groups with 204 healthcare workers, Fein and colleagues observed that ‘clinicians and administrators describe a complex view of disclosure that incorporates the competing interests of self-preservation and duty to the patient and institution’.\(^{256}\)

These are major barriers as they are fundamentally at odds with the principles and values of open disclosure and safety and quality more broadly. This is illustrated by commentary on a recent Australian study which found that complaints clustered around certain individuals, and that overseas-trained practitioners received fewer complaints than their locally trained counterparts.\(^{257}\) John Buntine, President of the Australian Association of Surgeons, commented that ‘a common stimulus to make a complaint […] is a perception that the doctor was overconfident, perhaps to the point of arrogance, and had little personal interest in the patient’s welfare’ and that ‘the supreme confidence of some highly experienced Australian-trained doctors may go against them when something goes wrong’. He adds ‘good manners, kindness, demonstration of personal interest and concern, and a degree of humility all discourage complaints!’\(^{258}\)(p225)

This view is repeatedly reinforced by patient commentary in open disclosure research. For example:

> It was when we had the next appointment with the oncologist and we raised the [incident] then and they, well he played it down and washed over it and didn’t really admit to anything or think it was a problem. Husband of a woman who died\(^{14}\)

**Shame**

A related impediment to open disclosure is ‘self-protection’ from the psychological effects of causing harm to patients. Cunningham and Wilson couch the clinician response to error in the context of shame. They propose that a provider’s personal self-image is closely linked to their professional identity. As such, any mistake or failure of judgement can be perceived or misconstrued as a personal failure. Clinical practice can ‘quite readily induce a shame response, with its potentially damaging outcomes’.\(^{231}\) Similarly, Banja argues that a
harmful incident is perceived by the provider as an assault on their competency, triggering various protective, defensive psychological responses that lead to avoidance of open communication. If this is true, it should concern patients and policy makers alike and raise questions on how providers are developed and socialised.

Heroic individualism, and viewing errors as a personal and moral failing, is a vestige of solo practice, which was previously the dominant model of medical care. It is now largely considered to be a hindrance to attempts to improve patient safety. A culture conducive to achieving maximum healthcare quality will include:

- patient-centredness
- openness and transparency
- strong leadership from executive and senior clinicians
- team-based approaches to health care that include the patient
- reduction of silos, power differentials and hierarchies
- a commitment to harnessing error for learning and improvement.

The current Standard acknowledges the importance of culture in implementing open disclosure as part of wider safety and quality activity. However, there is not much evidence of universal implementation, or of systemic safety culture improvement in Australian health care. The next section suggests harnessing open disclosure and education as a vehicle to encourage a cultural transformation.

6.2 Development through education and training

I think [open disclosure] makes for a healthier organisation. Medical manager

The way open disclosure is approached and managed at a clinical level has evolved considerably. This includes a heightened sensitivity to how incidents are identified, including an increasing role for complaints processes and ‘regular rounding’ by specialist quality and safety staff. There has also emerged a more nuanced approach to how each incident is managed and disclosed ensuring all parties are protected.

Healthcare professionals want to engage in open dialogue with patients and families following harmful incidents, but lack the skills and knowledge to do so confidently and without hesitation. Evidence indicates that providers require training and education, particularly in the communication skills necessary for open disclosure which require a high degree of listening skills, empathy and patience. This furnishes staff with the ability to confidently approach and carry out open disclosure and is likely to generate additional benefits. For example, health professional open disclosure training and education can drive the cultural transformation needed for disclosure to flourish (see Section 6.2.2).

6.2.1 Preparing providers for open disclosure

Australian healthcare facilities where open disclosure has been implemented successfully are modulating their approach to open disclosure. A two-step approach is advocated. First, all staff are provided with an introduction to open disclosure. Second, a core group is trained as experts who can guide other colleagues. Their training includes simulation, role-playing and facilitated discussions. This cadre of experts can be called upon to assist, mediate and
facilitate actual open disclosure dialogue. In addition, junior staff who need to participate in an open disclosure process are provided with ‘just in time’ training either by these experts or external contractors.14, 193

Introductory training should ideally:
• cover all staff
• occur at regular intervals
• be part of official staff induction
• stress the significance of the process (in addition to the outcome) to patients, families and carers
• emphasise the communication skills necessary to conduct open disclosure successfully
• test participants for knowledge.

The core inter-professional group of open disclosure ‘specialists’ can counsel other staff when required or step in to perform open disclosure and are also responsible for linking open disclosure to quality improvement and clinical risk management. Training of this group should:
• utilise simulation and role-playing (where possible)
• include facilitated discussion of the simulation to maximise learning
• include feedback on performance
• occur regularly to ensure staff maintain proficiency.

The use of video feedback as a tool to stimulate reflection and learning has been trialled with clinicians. The technique has proved useful for activities such as clinical handover and could offer value in open disclosure, especially if combined with patient accounts of their experiences.192 Echoing Donabedian,262 the Australian experience is that open disclosure training and development is more effective in influencing practice when combined with complementing structures of governance, policies and formal processes.

6.2.2 Additional value of open disclosure development

Disclosure policy has […] at its heart transforming a system anchored in traditional, hierarchical, taken-for-granted professional values and practices into one that values explicit accountability to patients. 153(p155)

It is recognised that true cultural transformation cannot be achieved solely by a top-down process, but must be accompanied by a bottom-up approach requiring effective communication across the organisation.263 Communication is the bedrock of clinical practice and of organisational functioning and effectiveness. Poor communication is one of the root causes of patient harm, as well as an underlying factor in organisational failure.264

Sorensen and colleagues suggest that implementing open disclosure can serve as a useful tool to help to achieve an important transformation by reframing provider perspectives on outcomes in health care, remobilising their attitudes towards their patients (and colleagues), reorienting professional practice, and redesigning support systems to reflect the values espoused by, and necessary for, good practice.153 Achieving what amounts to a significant cultural transformation would be difficult without the education of providers in the relational
aspects of open disclosure and its required communication skills. In addition, the process may exert a subtle but valuable ‘ethicising impact’ on the workforce.

**System versus individual actions**

A commonly identified difficulty when building an improvement culture is a disbelief in the ability of individual actions to influence ‘the system’. Iedema and colleagues explored the links between open disclosure training and systems improvement, drawing on a facilitated simulation of an open disclosure dialogue (using a hypothetical missed diagnosis of cancer). The risks of a systems approach to error are highlighted, in particular the potential of individual practitioners to divorce their actions and role from the complex ecology of practices in which they are entwined. In other words, while it is true that medical error is predominantly due to a confluence of interlinked events that result in breakdown of a complex system, what is often overlooked is that individual actions can:

- serve as environments for other members of that system
- reconfigure an activity within its broader operational context.

The authors contend that the process of acquiring the requisite skills for open disclosure can address this detachment, and enable the appreciation that one’s actions and the ‘system’ are not separate. This engages all members of the healthcare team in a broader quality improvement ethic. Simulation and role-playing are, again, useful methods for upskilling healthcare professionals in communication, empathy and compassion. These attributes are necessary to engage in the open disclosure process on terms that are important to patients, families and carers. They can foster other positive benefits in addition to a ‘connectedness to the broader dimensions of what might previously have appeared to them as ‘the (unchangeable) system’.

**The organisational environment**

The importance of the ethical environment on employee behaviour is documented in organisational theory research. Organisations in which the prevailing moral codes align with those of its staff are more stable and harmonious. The superiority of values-based over regulatory ethical environments in terms of employee loyalty, trust and commitment has been demonstrated. This is especially so in health services, due to the inherently moral nature of health care, which can potentially benefit from a ‘positive ethical climate’. This is then reflected in outcomes such as improved productivity, efficiency and profitability.

Investing in open disclosure training and development may foster such an atmosphere. It could serve as a strong signal of the moral and ethical orientation of the organisation, and the value it places on honesty, transparency, integrity and patient-centeredness. There is little evidence to indicate that healthcare professionals would oppose such a set of values, or that these signals would fuel disharmony. In fact, the opposite is suggested: that open disclosure development and education helps foster a values-based ethical environment and can result in staff being more satisfied and committed to their organisation. In addition, the aspects of open disclosure training and preparation involving dialogue can also equip frontline clinical staff to deal with the trauma of a serious adverse event on a personal and collective level.
Open disclosure development and education may emerge as a useful quality improvement tool and staff support mechanism in its own right.

**Healthcare professional education at undergraduate level**

Responsibility for supporting and equipping healthcare professionals with the requisite skills to communicate with patients in trying circumstances also rests with teaching institutions. There is increasing commentary and research focusing on integrating disclosure into medical curricula. Current evidence advocates for teaching institutions to embrace contemporary thinking related to safety and quality in health care. This includes consideration of human factors, team work and the possibility of healthcare-associated harm incidents in order to prepare graduates for difficult interpersonal situations they will encounter.

There are additional benefits for graduates and health services. The ‘hardening’ effects of medical training have been examined, with evidence indicating that graduates display reduced levels of empathy and ‘soft skills’. The benefits of open disclosure skills and experience are likely to be felt in the graduate’s clinical repertoire in the way they interact with patients, families, colleagues, and members of the clinical microsystem and beyond. There is also research showing that these ‘soft skills’ can enhance both the patient–provider and inter-professional relationship, with positive effects on clinical outcomes.

Some of the ways in which undergraduates can develop, enhance or maintain these skills (such as by improving their interpersonal ability, analysis of video recordings of their own performance, role-playing and improving narrative skills) mirror open disclosure training for qualified practitioners. The capabilities required for open disclosure can be put to use in a wide range of clinical scenarios, and can contribute towards shaping more rounded clinicians.

While undergraduate training and education are technically outside the scope of a national Standard, they are nevertheless important aspects of open disclosure sustainability and health care more broadly. There is perhaps also scope to explore the basis on which medical students are selected with a view to producing healthcare providers with interpersonal as well as technical skills, and humanitarian attributes.

### 6.3 Implications for a revised national Standard

With regard to staff support, the current Standard has the necessary components identified as essential in the literature. Healthcare professionals consider open disclosure an ethical and professional duty, and are deeply affected by incidents, often with far-reaching and devastating consequences. However, providers do not feel comfortable and supported in engaging with patients, families and carers following a harmful incident. Insufficient ‘care to the caregiver’ is a major barrier to implementation and must be an institutional priority within the context of organisational support and culture.

**Recommendation 4.1:** The revised Standard should encourage healthcare organisations to institute current ‘best practice’ approach, including the requirement and description of a formal staff support process following a harmful incident and during the open disclosure process.
The intent and aspirations of the current Standard in terms of staff support align with latest evidence. There are, however, documented shortfalls in terms of their implementation.

Recommendation 4.2: The revised Standard should be complemented by a suite of implementation resources in a variety of formats.

The current Standard, while directing that a culture supportive of incident disclosure and investigation be cultivated does not clearly outline the ways in which this can be achieved.

Recommendation 4.3: The revised Standard should strongly advocate for open disclosure training and education of healthcare professionals as an integral part of progressing and embedding cultural change, with the aim of:

- encouraging open acknowledgment of harmful incidents as
  - an existent aspect of modern health care
  - a potential driver of quality improvement and systems learning
- making explicit the organisational values conducive to supporting staff and patients following harmful incidents
- encouraging senior staff to act as role models and mentors for less experienced staff
- viewing incidents as learning opportunities
- recognising the clinical and corporate risk management and quality improvement dimensions of communicating with patients in an empathic manner
- optimising the processes for managing harmful incidents.

The skills necessary for communicating in open disclosure are acquired, or honed, by training, education and practice. Experience in Australia and overseas suggests a modulated approach consisting of general introductory and specialised, targeted training as most effective. It can also assist the wider organisational development of a safety culture.
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Open disclosure: an open discussion with a patient about an incident(s) that resulted in harm to that patient while receiving health care. The elements of open disclosure are an apology/expression of regret, a factual explanation of what happened and the potential consequences, an opportunity for the patient to relate their experience, and an explanation of the steps being taken to manage the event and prevent recurrence.
7 Governance, risk management and systems improvement

**Principle 6: Integrated risk management and systems improvement**

Investigation of adverse events and outcomes are to be conducted through processes that focus on the management of risk (see AS/NZS 4360). Outcomes of investigations are to focus on improving systems of care and will be reviewed for their effectiveness.

**Principle 7: Good governance**

Open disclosure requires the creation of clinical risk and quality improvement processes through governance frameworks where adverse events are investigated and analysed to find out what can be done to prevent their recurrence. It involves a system of accountability through the organisation’s chief executive officer or governing body to ensure that these changes are implemented and their effectiveness reviewed.10

The principles addressing risk management, systems improvement and governance in the current Standard reflect contemporary evidence on the need to embed open disclosure within these frameworks.21, 48 The Standard acknowledges the importance of sound clinical governance, accountability and risk management. However, it does not anchor open disclosure within these frameworks strongly enough. For example, Section 6 outlines organisation issues and responsibilities in these terms:

*The organisation will need to determine whether the open disclosure process is to be implemented into existing systems and policies, such as risk management and identification of adverse events, or whether those systems need to be amended to take account of the open disclosure process.*10(p9)

The majority of Australian health services have established formal clinical governance structures. In addition, the National Safety and Quality Health Service (NSQHS) Standards,106 recently endorsed by Australian health ministers, require healthcare facilities to implement formal governance and accountability frameworks for clinical risk management and quality improvement. The revised Standard should assume the existence of governance and accountability frameworks and focus on integrating open disclosure into them. Similarly, there is no longer a need to describe incident investigation processes (Sections 13 and 15 of the Standard).10

This chapter examines risk management, governance and its contributing factors such as transparency and measurement in light of contemporary evidence.
7.1 Governance, risk management and improvement

Features of successful, high-performing organisations include how they manage and respond to error, and how performance is measured over time. These organisations also embrace the ‘aesthetics of imperfection’ in which error is viewed as an opportunity for improvement.\textsuperscript{58, 266, 280–283} These efforts must be underpinned by a formal governance and risk management framework, and habitually ‘baked’ into their structures, culture and routines.\textsuperscript{284}

Clinical governance is the framework through which organisations are accountable for continuously improving the quality of their services and safeguarding high standards of care. This is achieved partly by fostering an environment in which there is transparent responsibility and accountability for maintaining standards, and by allowing excellence to flourish.\textsuperscript{106}

A key component of clinical governance is risk management. The \textit{Australian Risk Management Standard AS/NZS 4360}, referred to in Principle 6, has been superseded by ISO 31000, which contains several departures from the previous document:

- Risk is defined in terms of the effect of uncertainties on objectives. The superceded document focused on risk as being the chance of something happening that will have an effect on objectives.
- It highlights a set of principles that organisations must, at all levels, follow to achieve effective risk management in a way that:
  - creates and protects value
  - is an integral part of all of the organisation’s processes
  - forms part of decision making
  - is systematic, structured and timely
  - is tailored to the organisation
  - takes human and cultural factors into account
  - is transparent and inclusive
  - is dynamic, iterative and responsive to change
  - facilitates continual improvement of the organisation.

ISO 31000 emphasises that risk management is contingent on a strong mandate and commitment from leadership. The clinical governance framework must take into account:

- understanding of the organisation’s activities and its context\textsuperscript{41}
- defining accountabilities
- integrating governance into organisational processes
- providing adequate resources to maintain the framework
- establishing internal and external communication and reporting mechanisms.\textsuperscript{285}

\textsuperscript{H} With particular attention paid to ensuring appropriateness for the size and complexity of an organisation.
These align with key themes from the open disclosure and quality improvement literature. They also reflect the evolution in healthcare quality improvement since the release of the Standard.15

### 7.1.1 Transparency and openness

*I think it’s more important to have an atmosphere of openness and frankness and that hopefully at the end of the day the participants on both sides, the doctors as well, they’re forced to closely review what’s happened and their own conduct, etc and that they go away learning something as well. If that happens, that’s about the best you can expect. Patient’s son*14

As expressed in ISO 31000, managing risk effectively is contingent on communication, accountability and transparency. In terms of system learning, this is predicated on the unencumbered acknowledgment and notification of incidents. As noted by Kronman and colleagues, ‘in order to learn from mistakes and develop safer systems, errors must first be identified and reported’44(p1) One of the benefits of open disclosure is its fundamental requirement to acknowledge error. Without this acknowledgment, investigations and subsequent changes to rectify failings or causes will either not be undertaken or will be underprioritised. This is another way in which open disclosure practice potentially drives cultural change, as an incident, ‘once acknowledged, also allows lessons to be learned’:26(p14)

A health service focused on improvement and optimal patient care recognises that things sometimes go wrong, and investigates incidents honestly and transparently. According to Truog and colleagues, ‘[w]hen adverse events and medical errors are widely discussed and clinicians understand that only a small minority of errors are the result of individual negligence, there is hope that the dynamics of shame and blame can give way to the kind of open and respectful learning that will lead to substantive improvements in patient safety’.48(p119)

### 7.1.2 Clinical governance — the role of the patient

Framed as an ongoing conversation between the harmed patient and provider, open disclosure can provide a valuable pathway to elicit information about incidents and their causative factors. As discussed in Chapter 5, patients’ subjective assessments of the quality of their care can be associated with harm. They provide a unique insight into the trajectory of care, patient journey and the incident cascade. The literature advocates involving patients, families and carers in the processes of notifying, reporting and investigating clinical incidents.48, 129, 286

There is a gap between the Standard and current practice in this regard. As indicated in the previous chapter, health services can be reluctant to involve patients in notification, investigation and improvement.

Patient desire to be involved in the investigation and analysis of incidents that harmed them or a loved one is documented. It can yield benefits including additional evidence and can assist the patient to achieve closure following an incident.11, 13, 22, 46, 48 There are also moves to include the patient experience in overall assessment of the performance of health services.287
7.1.3 Data collection and reporting

Collecting and reporting of performance data, including clinical incidents and their causes, are key aspects of governance and quality improvement. High-performing organisations generally have strong data management and reporting systems, measure performance and regularly report this to the executive. Although accountability is important, the principal reason for collecting performance data is to enable and facilitate improvement within the clinical microsystem. The literature advocates measuring various aspects of open disclosure including the proportion of harmful incidents disclosed, consumer satisfaction with the open disclosure process and staff surveys of the way in which they are supported throughout the process. Such measurement can be embedded into broader clinical governance and improvement. These data should be used for both accountability and improvement.

Reporting of performance may also need to extend beyond the organisational level to facilitate wider accountability and assist with benchmarking in the future. Agreed measures for open disclosure could be collected as part of a national or jurisdictional quality and safety reporting framework. In the future, such results may be published, for instance, on the MyHospitals website. Section 9.4 provides some potential open disclosure process and outcome measures.

7.1.4 Corporate risk

There is some evidence that in certain contexts a clinical incident management framework that includes open disclosure can positively influence the organisational risk profile of a health service. There are individual examples suggesting that open disclosure can affect the nature and volume of litigation when integrated into risk management and clinical incident management programs. Full disclosure is associated with a reduced intention to take legal action and with less severe findings and orders.

Nevertheless, despite encouraging individual results, conclusive evidence is lacking and commentators remain divided on this matter. The effect of open disclosure practice on litigation depends on many variables such as other institutional arrangements, the safety climate, or how it is implemented and operationalised. However, as health services increasingly strive to align their clinical and corporate risk management strategies, there is little evidence to see open disclosure as an impediment to this objective. In fact, the opposite is likely to be the case. Healthcare organisations are increasingly encouraged to consider open disclosure a key part of corporate risk management.

7.1.5 Primary care

The principles of clinical governance, risk management and quality improvement are becoming more prominent in the non-acute and primary care settings. The current Royal Australian College of General Practitioners Standards for general practices (4th ed.), published in 2010, emphasise the importance of these aspects of care. This is illustrated by a new section on clinical governance, current clinical risk management strategies such as patient identification and clinical handover, and increased emphasis on patient engagement.
7.2 Implications for a revised national Standard

Thinking and practice around clinical governance and risk management has evolved considerably since the release of the Standard. Today, most Australian health services have in place mature clinical governance frameworks. The NSQHS Standards mandate a clinical governance structure for accreditation purposes. However, executive leadership is an essential component for the systematic uptake of best-practice open disclosure.

Recommendation 5.1: The revised Standard should continue to emphasise the key role of executive leadership, ownership and engagement in implementing open disclosure.

Because clinical governance, risk management and systems improvement have evolved considerably over the past decade, a revised Standard will not need to suggest that these frameworks be built (e.g. that ‘healthcare organisations […] build investigative processes to identify why adverse events occur’\(^\text{10}(\text{p}1)\)). The document should, instead, advise on how open disclosure can be integrated into clinical governance and quality improvement. There is also no longer a need to describe how an incident should be graded, investigated and the ensuing recommendations implemented. Instead, a revised Standard should focus on how open disclosure can complement, and be complemented by, these parallel processes.

Recommendation 5.2: The revised Standard should:
- advise on how open disclosure can be integrated into, and enhance, existing risk management and clinical governance frameworks
- assume the existence of clinical governance frameworks and protocols for the conduct of investigations, rather than describing their development.

The evidence supports the inclusion of open disclosure within a risk management and clinical governance framework. However, the current reality is that, with a few notable exceptions, open disclosure is generally not embedded into the care process, clinical governance or clinical risk management. Generally, disclosure is still approached reactively, separate to other quality improvement activity, and as an addition to, instead of part of, the care process.\(^{21, 22, 160, 300}\)

In addition, open disclosure still tends to be carried out as a process of information dissemination as opposed to information sharing, with patients generally excluded from contributing to the investigation and improvement processes.\(^{160}\) This has clear implications for quality improvement.

Recommendation 5.3: The revised Standard should:
- emphasise the value of open dialogue with patients in satisfying the needs of the patient
- recognise that open dialogue with patients is a key component of healthcare quality improvement, systems learning and clinical risk management.

Data collection, management and reporting to the executive is a key aspect of governance, quality improvement and risk management. It is a vehicle for generating executive support and assisting oversight.
Recommendation 5.4: The revised Standard should highlight the importance of data and information management processes to ensure:

- systems learning and improvement
- executive oversight and leadership of open disclosure
- intra-organisational accountability
- organisational accountability to external authorities.

There are clear gaps between evidence and practice in terms of positioning open disclosure within clinical governance and risk management.

Recommendation 5.5: The revised Standard should be accompanied by implementation resources to enable health services to implement and sustain open disclosure. These may include:

- staff safety culture survey templates
- risk management guidelines
- sets of standardised open disclosure outcome and process measures
- templates for executive reporting.

The current Standard most directly addresses hospital services. However, with the spread of clinical governance and the principles of risk management and quality improvement into non-acute settings, the revised Standard should also be relevant to non-acute settings.

Recommendation 5.6: The revised Standard should be made relevant to a wider spectrum of healthcare services, including non-acute and primary care settings.
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8 Confidentiality

**Principle 8: Confidentiality**

Policies and procedures are to be developed by healthcare organisations with full consideration of the patient’s, carer’s and staff’s privacy and confidentiality, in compliance with relevant law, including Commonwealth and State/Territory Privacy and health records legislation.10

Confidentiality plays a fundamental role in all aspects of health care. Protecting confidentiality is particularly important in a highly sensitive and emotionally charged process such as open disclosure. This chapter examines protecting the confidentiality of patients and providers, and discusses the tension between this and other principles of open disclosure as described in the current Standard.

8.1 Patient confidentiality

The Standard is very clear about the importance of confidentiality, particularly for the patient. Section 3(d) defines a patient’s support person with the main intention of protecting incident information from being released to unauthorised third parties. Section 7.8 of the Standard addresses privacy and confidentiality more generally during open disclosure and the investigation of related incidents.10

There is a risk that confidentiality can be used as a shield to block the release of information to the patient’s support person. Research indicates that patients greatly benefit from the presence of support people during the disclosure process, be they guardians, official or unofficial carers, loved ones or family members.98 In a small but significant number of cases, a harmed patient will be unable to provide consent for release of information to a third party who is not a next of kin or nominated support person through proper legal mechanisms. It is therefore important to establish a preferred support person early in an episode of care, and a revised Standard will need to reflect this requirement.

The need to identify a support person early in the episode of care reinforces the importance of the consent process in incident management and that, in practice, open disclosure starts with effective and open communication at first contact. Conversations about what to do if the unexpected happens can have additional benefits. They may stimulate dialogue about potential clinical incidents, help build rapport between provider and patient, improve clinical outcomes135 and assist communication following a harmful incident.48,76

8.2 Provider confidentiality

Protecting information about healthcare providers is an important consideration during open disclosure and incident management. Managing undue blame, retribution and reputational damage are priorities for healthcare organisations. Any evidence of scapegoating and undue blame is counterproductive and will undermine system learning from incidents.
However, confidentiality must be balanced with open information exchange, transparency and accountability. A ‘no blame’ culture should retain some level of individual accountability, with commentary emerging on the need for health services to develop ‘just cultures’ to achieve the right balance between openness and confidentiality.301–306

While the majority of harmful incidents are caused by a confluence of system factors and human error, individual actions also contribute. Inevitably, some incidents occur due to actions precipitated by an individual mistake, oversight or (unintended) negligence. Others are caused by deliberate yet non-malicious deviations from accepted best practice, guidelines or policy. However, evidence suggests that the great majority of harmful incidents contain no moral culpability on the part of providers.307

8.2.1 Provision of information during open disclosure

In terms of open disclosure, recent evidence suggests that patients expect, and benefit from, clarification of individual actions that led to a harmful incident and to what degree these determined the result.19(p41) Open disclosure dialogue should include acknowledgment and apology for any inappropriate clinical, administrative or managerial decisions and actions that contributed to harm (even if these are made in good faith).290

A clear distinction should be made between the contents of open disclosure discussions (which provide the patient with insight into decision-making during the incident) and the results of formal investigations (such as root cause analyses which provide information on system failures). While patients will have an interest in formal investigation outcomes, especially the steps taken to prevent incident recurrence, system ‘facts’ should be kept separate from information on individual actions. This is to some extent necessitated by the fact that outcomes of formal investigation are usually only available some time after open disclosure commences.

There is an observed tendency to protect information from being shared with patients for fear of litigation, yet evidence would suggest that fears may be misplaced, and that opacity is counter-productive in a legal sense.99, 101, 103 Qualified privilege (QP) statutes protect information gathered during an investigation process by an officially ‘declared’ committee or entity. There are, however, pathways for patients to obtain such information if they desire. Generally speaking, the remit of QP does not cover the contents of open disclosure conversations (see sections 2.4.3 and 3.4.1).

Also, it is important that the need for information by patients is balanced with protection of personal information about healthcare providers involved in a harmful incident. This pertains to information that is not relevant to the incident, its management and subsequent open disclosure.

It may be the case that open disclosure itself addresses the tensions outlined here and integrates openness, free flow of information and transparency within a culture that balances fairness and accountability. This may be especially relevant to fears of harmed parties ‘going public’ with information. It may even apply to cases where a clear individual culpability is established. In this regard open disclosure may, again, complement organisational risk management.

---

J Situations where deliberate and malicious intent is established fall outside of the scope of the current and revised Standard. Organisations should clearly distinguish between unacceptable behaviour warranting disciplinary action, and behaviour that, even if it leads to harm, falls within boundaries that are understandable given the complexity and interdependency of modern health care on a range of factors and events.
8.3 Documentation

There was conflicting information. There was an acknowledgment there was an incident with the patient. That was done poorly from a clinical disclosure by a junior staff member with conflicting information. And that was actually then in itself the incident in that that’s what really caused the anxiety for the patient. Support personnel

Clear documentation is a key component of open disclosure, and is relevant in relation to confidentiality. The current Standard describes documentation requirements in Section 11. The available evidence identifies a need to improve documentation processes and ensure a clear documentation trail of incidents, initial management and the open disclosure process. Open disclosure documentation should include:

- putting in place an open disclosure documentation management process that includes tracking all relevant incident information including the medical record, a record of the open disclosure process, and incident investigation information
- ensuring the medical record is up-to-date prior to the first open disclosure meeting, including a comprehensive account of the adverse event as it is initially understood. In the case of death due to an incident, a copy of the medical record should remain accessible to all those who will be involved in the open disclosure process
- keeping a record of the open disclosure process; recording all relevant patient, family and support person contact details, all discussions, all information provided, logistical details, and all plans proposed and agreement and commitments made
- ensuring documentation is made available to the patient, family and carer(s) without contravening legal constraints
- developing and maintaining a comprehensive file note which is kept separate from the medical record
- providing a written report in appropriate language at the end of any investigations.

These practices will enable a clear and consistent message to be conveyed to patients — avoiding situations described in the quote above — and establish a robust platform for balancing transparency and accountability with confidentiality and protection.

8.4 Implications for a revised national Standard

The current Standard contains competing priorities between confidentiality and other principles of disclosure. There is a need for openness and transparency when providing information to a harmed patient and their support person but consent must be sought early from patients to permit release of information to support persons in the event of harm.

Recommendation 6.1: The revised Standard should outline the importance of formally seeking support person nominations early in the episode of care in case of subsequent open disclosure and incident management.

Balancing justified accountability with protection of staff from undue blame is an important consideration. Patients expect information on individual decision-making as well as system accountability during post-incident management. Evidence suggests that the most effective
strategy for protecting providers and organisations from legal exposure is transparent and active communication. This is ethically supported, can ameliorate negative perceptions and lessen the impulse to engage in ‘revenge-taking behaviour’ by patients.\(^{169}\)

**Recommendation 6.2:** The revised Standard should advocate for best practice open disclosure that openly and transparently provides all available information to patients and support persons.

**Recommendation 6.3:** The revised Standard should address the need to balance patients’ need for information with protecting the personal information about healthcare professionals involved in a harmful incident (information that is not related to the incident or the ensuing open disclosure).

Clear documentation is a vital component of sound open disclosure practice.

**Recommendation 6.4:** The revised Standard should outline documentation requirements that provide patients and providers with consistent and complete information during the open disclosure process.

---
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9 Open disclosure implementation

Open disclosure involves difficult feelings, emotions and personal interactions and cuts across professional and academic lines. It ‘harbours an unusual energy’ and it is perhaps not surprising that progress on embedding it in the routine operation of health systems has been slower than other safety and quality initiatives. Health care is a unique endeavour in terms of its complexity, its moral functions and broader social obligations. The culture and tenets of modern medicine, which value empiricism, rationality and objective detachment, may at times run counter to the principles of open disclosure.

This chapter examines some of the barriers to open disclosure, as well as its aims and its benefits. As resource scarcity is often cited as a major factor behind its lagging implementation, a discussion on the economics of open disclosure follows. The chapter concludes with an outline of several successful open disclosure programs in Australia and overseas.

9.1 Summary of barriers and enablers

The barriers to enacting and institutionalising disclosure are complex and multi-factorial. Provider barriers to open disclosure include a lack of confidence in communication skills, fear of litigation or loss of reputation, and avoidance of difficult emotional confrontations on the part of clinicians. Institutional barriers include a lack of transparency and a culture that promotes unrealistic expectations of practitioners. A lack of resources, particularly time, to carry out open disclosure is also often cited as an impediment. Patient barriers can include a desire not to participate in disclosure processes or to be confronted with sometimes complex detail and discussion.

9.1.1 Barriers

Iedema and colleagues distil open disclosure barriers into four domains:

1 Insufficient insight into consumer experience and understanding of incidents:
   • lack of insight into consumers’ perceptions of what constitutes an incident
   • uncertainty about consumers’ capacity to understand clinical complexity, medical technicalities, and the system’s dimensions of failure

2 Uncertainty about disclosing incident information:
   • lack of capacity in dealing with complex emotions and family dynamics
   • doubts about cultural appropriateness and effectiveness of incident disclosure

3 Uncertainty about communicating incidents with colleagues and within the organisation:
   • challenges of dealing with resistant or distressed colleagues
   • doubts about how admission of unexpected outcomes aligns with concepts of professionalism and quality improvement
Uncertainties about medico-legal implications of disclosure:

- doubts about aligning disclosure with qualified privilege
- uncertainty about insurers’ stance on incident disclosure.

Allan and Munro also examined barriers to open disclosure policy and practice. Their findings align with those of Iedema and colleagues and are grouped into five clusters:20

1 Individual: includes fear of litigation, disciplinary, reputational and financial concerns
2 Interpersonal: lack of confidence and communication ability; conflict avoidance
3 Organisational or cultural: lack of institutional support and leadership; ‘club culture’
4 Meta-level: priority with protecting the organisation rather than enhancing quality of patient care
5 Professional: misunderstanding of the needs and expectations of patients.

Underpinning these are more fundamental cultural and institutional impediments which go to the core of modern medical practice and how providers are educated and socialised. These were discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, and are articulated by Walshe and Shortell.220

9.1.2 Enablers

Barriers to cultural change are not insurmountable. It is noteworthy that it was once unusual for clinicians to discuss openly with patients serious diagnoses and prognoses of terminal illness or end-of-life care but this is now accepted professional behaviour.85, 251 Potential solutions to barriers are equally complex and interwoven with healthcare culture more broadly. Within the clinical microsystem, the enablers of open disclosure can be distilled to two points:

- Healthcare professionals must be supported to enact open disclosure.
- Healthcare professionals must be supported to cope with the effects of harmful incidents and with the process of open disclosure.

The necessary support can be provided through the development of skills, education and collaborative practice.

Education and development

Education and development of clinical and administrative staff is the key enabler of open disclosure at individual and system levels. It is a potential driver of the requisite cultural transformation necessary for open disclosure to ‘take hold’ in everyday clinical practice.6

Ideally, training and education:

- focuses on communication and ‘active listening’ skills
- includes learning about patient preferences, preferably utilising real patient stories and experiences
- begins during medical training and education
- canvases the legal aspects of open disclosure
- includes scenarios in which disclosure can be experienced and practised.

See Chapter 6 for more detailed discussion of education, training and development.
**Patient involvement**

Patients and their support persons play a key role in health care and in open disclosure. A patient who is engaged in the clinical aspects of their treatment, and aware of potential risks and consequences, will be better placed to take part in their treatment and in communication of a harmful incident. To enable this, patients must be informed of their rights and responsibilities should an unexpected event occur and encouraged to participate actively in all aspects of their care. Patients may have different preferences and requirements and should be given the choice of close involvement in decision-making in relation to their care.

Potential enablers of open disclosure implementation and uptake are summarised in Table 5.

### 9.2 The economics of open disclosure

Thorough economic analysis of open disclosure practice is lacking. Previous studies have tended to isolate particular aspects, such as the effect of disclosure on malpractice litigation or on medical ‘productivity’. Before discussing the economics of open disclosure, it is worth revisiting some findings from the research and literature outlined throughout this report:

- A small but significant proportion of healthcare interventions result in patient harm.
- Patients value the ‘extra-clinical’ dimension of their health care (communication, respect and dignity) in addition to clinical aspects.
- Health services and governments around the world are moving towards a citizen- and patient-centred model of service provision where the views and preferences of consumers are key policy drivers and determinants of public value.
- Patients expect a prompt and honest explanation, and an apology, when things go wrong. A perceived lack of openness and remorse following an adverse event is cited as a key motivator for pursuing legal remedies.
- Clinicians benefit from open disclosure in a number of ways including through reduced burn-out and job dissatisfaction, and lessening the post-incident tendency to practise potentially inefficient defensive medicine.
- Acquiring ‘soft’ skills to conduct open disclosure can improve communication and interaction among staff, and between staff and patients.

Open disclosure should be viewed as a legitimate part of health care. Available evidence suggests that disclosure should be a continuation of an episode of care and that providers and organisations should factor open disclosure into routine processes and budgets to look after people harmed by their care. With harmful incidents occurring in at least one in ten episodes of care, this is a potentially significant consideration both in activity and in benefit.

There is also the question of what is valued in health care or, more accurately, on whose values resource allocation decisions are based. Patients expect clinical care with humanity, especially when things go wrong. If it is accepted that the purpose of a healthcare service is to serve its patients, then resources should be allocated to improve the necessary skills and to manage post-harm care consistent with patient preferences.

---

1. ‘Economics’ is defined here as the enquiry into optimal allocation of scarce resources between a range of competing areas to generate the maximum benefit to stakeholders and to society. This allocation should be seen in terms of the ‘margin’ (i.e. where the next portion or quantum of resources should be invested).
### Table 5  Summary of potential open disclosure enablers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enablers</th>
<th>Their role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Individual practitioners              | Participating in training and education  
|                                       | Engaging with patients about treatments and interventions, known risks, complications and potentially adverse outcomes  
|                                       | Mentoring and supporting junior staff  
| Health services management            | Promoting open disclosure as part of patient-centred and high quality care  
|                                       | Integrating open disclosure with risk management and quality improvement  
|                                       | Promoting policy and implementation of open disclosure to staff  
|                                       | Supporting staff involved in open disclosure  
|                                       | Providing staff with open disclosure training including simulation or role-play  
|                                       | Measuring and evaluating open disclosure practice and reporting on it  
| Health services executive leadership  | Explicitly supporting open disclosure practice and its role in high quality care  
|                                       | Framing incidents as learning opportunities  
|                                       | Emphasising the value of the patient experience in quality improvement  
|                                       | Requesting regular data and results of open disclosure as part of routine performance monitoring  
| Teaching institutions                 | Incorporating open disclosure theory and practical skills into curricula  
| Professional associations and learned colleges | Including open disclosure in official charters  
|                                       | Making open disclosure part of clinician responsibility to patients  
|                                       | Making open disclosure part of ongoing certification and a continuing professional development requirement  
| Insurers and the legal profession     | Engaging in organisational open disclosure policy-making  
|                                       | Educating clients on open disclosure  
|                                       | Integrating insurance policies with open disclosure practice, especially apology, including incentives and requirements to enact open disclosure in insurance policies  
| Consumer groups                       | Promoting open disclosure and patient involvement more generally  
| Individual patients, families, carers, guardians | Educating healthcare professionals on patient involvement  
|                                       | Should they choose to do so:  
|                                       | • participating in their care as members of the team  
|                                       | • considering all information provided by hospital staff  
|                                       | • asking questions  
| Policy makers                         | Acknowledging publicly the importance of open disclosure and apology following harm  
|                                       | Mandating the implementation of best practice open disclosure  
|                                       | Working with jurisdictional counterparts, healthcare stakeholders and insurers and the legal profession to remedy the effect of legislative inconsistency, including:  
|                                       | • aligning relevant legislation  
|                                       | • canvassing alternative compensation schemes  

9.2.1 Priority setting

In modern medicine, certain types of progress are embraced, sometimes at significant financial cost and sometimes for a ‘meagre contribution’ to health outcomes.\textsuperscript{313, 314} Taking up high-cost, technological innovations and associated changes in practice can provide marginal improvement to health outcomes while contributing to escalating health costs and resource scarcity. Some commentators suggest, in relation to some biomedical innovations, that ‘the net benefit of health care may no longer outbalance the direct and indirect harm that it entrains’.\textsuperscript{19p41}

Open disclosure represents a profound and positive change in practice and care. It incurs costs (money, time and effort) but is a change backed by evidence to produce better outcomes for patients and healthcare professionals as well as the institution as a whole.

Compared with some biomedical innovations, open disclosure can be instituted at a smaller cost and has the potential to improve the quality of organisational communication and efficiency, suggesting that it is worthwhile for investment in open disclosure to be prioritised.

9.2.2 Return on investment

Health care is a public institution. Its funders are taxpayers, plus insured or fee-paying consumers. As de facto shareholders, citizens and consumers expect value for money and a return on their investment. This includes an expectation of the appropriate management of harmful incidents. Patients prefer honesty and transparency when the unexpected occurs and that, in turn, assists individual clinical outcomes and collective trust in health care.

The emerging value of the extra-clinical dimensions of care is captured by Rabow and colleagues, who write that ‘it has become increasingly apparent that biomedical science alone is insufficient to address human illness, experiences of suffering, loss, recovery and healing’.\textsuperscript{133p310} The literature suggests that systematic implementation of open disclosure may accrue additional benefits such as improving team dynamics and inter-professional communication and communication with patients. This can, in turn, also improve clinical performance and outcomes and improve patient satisfaction. There is the potential for direct savings through reduced medico-legal exposure. The consequences of poorly managed incidents on staff can include a range of negative effects such as defensive practice and high staff turnover.

Open disclosure is an ethical practice which assists health services manage, and learn from, harmful incidents. Its implementation can be framed as a pragmatic business decision from which benefits can extend beyond its enactment.

In summary, disclosure programs should be:

- viewed as an ordinary part of care budgets, resources and time
- prioritised for health resource allocation
- framed as a sound structural and human capital investment which, especially at the margin, may offer a ‘best buy’ for public and private organisations.
9.3 Measuring and evaluating open disclosure

An important part of the development and implementation of the revised Standard will be guidance on tracking and measuring the extent and quality of open disclosure practice both within individual health services and across the Australian healthcare system.

Measurement can serve several ends. It is a key part of quality improvement at the organisational and clinical microsystem level. Measurement processes can establish internal and system-level benchmarks for performance. Measurement and reporting can serve as a useful incentive for improvement. This does not necessarily involve publication of results. However, public reporting is a possible driver of accountability, transparency and improvement.315

Tables 6 and 7 list suggested outcome and process measures for evaluating open disclosure practice. The use of staff and patient surveys at the completion of open disclosure is recommended as a key evaluation and feedback tool, and source of valuable data. Other methods advocate integrating the clinical incident reporting systems with disclosure (see Section 9.4 and Appendix).

The revised Standard should strongly recommend implementing systems to monitor, evaluate and improve the quality of open disclosure processes. This should include the use of internal performance measurement. In the future, open disclosure may be included in jurisdictional and inter-jurisdictional performance reporting. There is growing emphasis on transparency and public reporting as part of current healthcare reforms in Australia.4 Open disclosure may be reported in a similar way in the future.

Table 6 Suggested open disclosure outcome measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome measures</th>
<th>Suggested benchmark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of reported clinical incidents disclosed</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of sentinel events formally disclosed</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of open disclosure vs open disclosure requests through:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• patient initiations</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• complaints</td>
<td>TBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of staff or providers trained in open disclosure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialised</td>
<td>10% (multi-professional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results of staff feedback to training / development</td>
<td>100% confident; 80% very confident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results of staff feedback to open disclosure</td>
<td>100% satisfied; 80% highly satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results of patient feedback / satisfaction surveys</td>
<td>100% satisfied; 80% highly satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• following a sentinel event</td>
<td>90% satisfied; 70% highly satisfied</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M The MyHospitals website recently commenced hospitals-level publication of Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia rates.
Table 7  Suggested open disclosure process measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The health service has an official open disclosure policy based on the revised Standard that:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• contains the steps for open disclosure described in the Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• contains provisions for ongoing support for the patient and loved ones or carers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• contains provisions for ongoing support of staff involved in open disclosure and clinical incidents, including a ‘debrief’ with suitably qualified staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The health service has an identified open disclosure support officer in place with a capacity to respond to clinical incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The health service has an official and regular program for open disclosure training and education including, where appropriate, role-playing and simulation with structured feedback, which includes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• open disclosure as part of orientation of all clinical and management staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• basic open disclosure education for all staff with regular refresher workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• comprehensive training for selected individuals from various professions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The health service has a standardised survey for patients, family and support persons involved in open disclosure to elicit impressions and satisfaction with the open disclosure process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The health service has a standardised survey for staff involved in open disclosure to elicit impressions and satisfaction with the open disclosure process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The health service can trigger open disclosure through a variety of methods including:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• complaints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• clinical incident notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• case note review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• general observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• patient request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The patient, family and carer are provided with open disclosure information in an appropriate format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The health service has a record of all communications made about healthcare incidents that are discussed with patients, families and carers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The health service has official counselling and support service for staff involved in clinical incidents and consequent open disclosure processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.4 Implications for a revised national Standard

Recommendation 7.1: The revised Standard should recommend implementing systems to monitor, evaluate and improve the quality of open disclosure processes including:

• internal process measures
• data collected from patients and staff to measure and inform open disclosure improvements
• feedback to clinical staff about open disclosure performance and improvement activities.
9.5 Open disclosure implementation frameworks

Open disclosure research has produced frameworks and models on how to approach disclosure implementation in a health service or facility. These are outlined below.

9.5.1 The 4-A Framework

The 4-A Framework is a model for implementing and managing open disclosure in a healthcare organisation. It consists of the following components: awareness, accountability, ability, action. The model is summarised in the following table.

Table 8 The 4-A Framework to assist organisational open disclosure (adapted from Gallagher 2007)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Awareness</th>
<th>Heighten awareness of open disclosure and its importance through education, promotion and leadership. This may include:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• conducting clinical-microsystem-level needs assessment and organisation-wide surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• identifying gaps in practice — engage consumers and patients to provide their views and experiences directly to staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• sharing information and experiences, especially those of senior staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• including senior staff in workshops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• providing comprehensive education for staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• make open disclosure part of official induction and orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>Create accountability, thereby promoting a transparent system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clearly delineate who is accountable and have a clear reporting structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Define accountabilities and responsibilities in policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use structure, process and outcome measures (e.g. number of staff trained, percentage adverse events openly disclosed, clinician and patient satisfaction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability</td>
<td>Furnish and build into the organisation the ability and confidence to disclose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrate open disclosure with other clinical governance and quality improvement policies especially risk, clinical incident management and complaints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establish a comprehensive training and education strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Train some experts and provide basic awareness to ALL staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Educate a cohort of staff to be open disclosure consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide around-the-clock support for patients and staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foster a collegiate, team approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Normalise’ open disclosure — make it routine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Convert the ability into action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engage leadership in ‘top down’ support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actively champion open disclosure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide simulation to develop and maintain confidence and skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instil realistic expectations among staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Link open disclosure with other improvement activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.5.2 National Quality Forum guideline

In 2006 the National Quality Forum endorsed a ‘safe practice guideline’ for open disclosure. The key elements are shown in Table 9.
Table 9  Key elements of the National Quality Forum safe practice guideline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content to be disclosed:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Facts about the event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Error or system failure, if known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Results of event analysis to support informed decision making by the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Regret for the unanticipated outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Formal apology if unanticipated outcome is caused by error or system failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Institutional requirements**

Integrate disclosure, patient safety and risk management activities

Establish disclosure support systems:

• provide background disclosure education
• ensure that disclosure coaching is available at all times
• provide emotional support for healthcare workers, administrators, patients, and families
• use performance improvement tools to track and enhance disclosure

9.5.3 ‘T.R.A.C.K.’

The T.R.A.C.K acronym was proposed by Truog and colleagues for five core relational values that enable sound open disclosure. These are transparency, respect, accountability, continuity and kindness. An adapted version is presented in the table below.

Table 10 The T.R.A.C.K. framework (adapted from Truog 2007)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Optimal patient and staff outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Being frank, open and obvious</td>
<td>'I've had timely access to the information and input I needed'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect</td>
<td>Esteem for the intrinsic value of a person</td>
<td>'I’ve been valued as a human being by the people helping me'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'I’ve been respected throughout the process by my colleagues and management'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountability</td>
<td>Being answerable or called to account for intent, decision and actions</td>
<td>'The right people have assumed responsibility for their actions'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuity</td>
<td>Continuous and connected actions and activity over a period of time</td>
<td>'The care I’ve received makes sense and fits together'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindness</td>
<td>Acting in a caring, considerate and compassionate manner</td>
<td>'I’ve been treated with warmth, empathy and compassion'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Appendix: Examples of open disclosure programs and strategies

Open disclosure: an open discussion with a patient about an incident(s) that resulted in harm to that patient while receiving health care. The elements of open disclosure are an apology/expression of regret, a factual explanation of what happened and the potential consequences, an opportunity for the patient to relate their experience, and an explanation of the steps being taken to manage the event and prevent recurrence.
Appendix: Examples of open disclosure programs and strategies

While systematic implementation has proved challenging, open disclosure has been implemented successfully in a variety of healthcare organisations around the world. These include large, multi-centre health services and smaller facilities, as well as both public and private organisations. Some medical indemnity insurers have instituted open disclosure programs. It should be noted that open disclosure is a component of the programs instituted in these examples.

The Mater Hospital Group, Australia

There are many open disclosure success stories in Australia. Mater Health Services Brisbane is among them.

Mater recognises that openly discussing adverse events and near misses with patients and their families is an integral component of Mater’s mission and values, and is openly committed to the principles of open disclosure and the promotion of a safety culture that values transparency, honesty and respect.

Mater’s Clinical Safety and Quality Unit (CSQU) was formed in 2002. The CSQU’s role is broad, and includes responsibility for medico-legal advice relevant to open disclosure. The Mater’s approach to open disclosure has included the introduction of inhouse medico-legal counsel to the Mater campus in September 2003, and inhouse claims management in January 2004. These staff members play an important role in staff education, early liaison with patients and their families and, where indicated, early resolution of complaints, claims and compensation.

Other steps that Mater has introduced and are integral to comprehensive implementation of open disclosure include:

- Engagement of an external contractor in May 2004 to advise CSQU on how Mater might design and implement a communications and training package to educate and engage all clinicians in the roll out of open disclosure practices and clinical incident management.
- Subsequent engagement of the same contractor to assist with the training of senior clinical colleagues as leaders and mentors in open disclosure and clinical incident communication and management. This centred on development of advanced clinical communication skills to enable appropriate, open and honest conversations with patients and their families following serious adverse events.
- Development of a service-wide Open Disclosure Policy that was comprehensively promoted across the entire health service.

For the majority of reported clinical incidents, open disclosure now takes place as a matter of course, initiated by the clinicians involved in patient care. Mater recognises that ensuring early and comprehensive disclosure with the patient in relation to an event fosters a good rapport with the patient and their family and which ultimately will have a positive influence on patient clinical care and the rapid resolution of the patient’s concerns.
During the past few years, Mater has received a considerable amount of positive feedback from patients and families on its approach to open disclosure. The advantageous interaction between patient safety, adverse events and adverse financial outcomes has emerged since the inception of the program.

**COPIC Insurance Company ‘3Rs’ Program**

COPIC insures physicians in Colorado. In 2000, COPIC adopted a voluntary early intervention program for harmful incidents that do not involve death or clear negligence. The ‘3Rs’ program focuses on:

- recognising an unanticipated event
- responding promptly
- resolving the issue.

COPIC trains and supports physicians in communicating openly with patients following harm. Financial assistance is available on a ‘no fault’ basis. Approximately half of COPIC’s physicians participate. This cohort experiences slightly (not significantly) lower claims than the other half. Incidents handled through the program are resolved more ‘amicably’ than if they were litigated.48, 91, 291

**University of Michigan Hospital**

Michigan’s ‘full disclosure and offer’ program was instituted in 2001. It consists of three basic components: compensate patients quickly and fairly; defend cases considered to be without merit; and study all harmful incidents to determine how procedures could be improved. The program has halved the number of pending lawsuits resulting in a total average annual savings of US$2 million.235, 290

Following implementation, the average monthly rates of new claims and lawsuits, and the median time from claim reporting to resolution all decreased significantly. Average monthly rates decreased significantly for total liability, patient compensation, and non-compensation related legal costs.74, 77, 235

**University of Illinois Medical Centre’s Seven Pillars Process**

The University of Illinois at Chicago’s Seven Pillars Process, a Michigan-style disclosure program, was implemented in 2006. The process is another good example of integrating risk management, system improvement and open disclosure. The seven pillars are:

1. incident reporting
2. investigation
3. communication and disclosure
4. apology and remediation
5 system improvement
6 data tracking and performance evaluation
7 education.155

In the first two years post-implementation, the process led to more than 2000 incident reports annually, prompted more than 100 investigations with root cause analyses, translated into nearly 200 system improvements and served as the foundation of 106 disclosure conversations and 20 full disclosures of inappropriate or unreasonable care causing harm to patients.155
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